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Abstract
In this thesis an approach for integration between GPS and inertial navigation systems (INS) is
described.
The continuous-time navigation and error equations for an n-frame INS system are derived.
Using zero order hold sampling, the two sets of equations are discretized.
An extended Kalman filter for closed loop integration between the GPS and INS is derived.
The filter propagates and estimates the error states, which are fed back to the INS for correction of
the internal navigation states. Simulation results of the system are presented.
A description of the hardware used for practical tests is given and results are presented for a
flight test.
Sommario
In questa tesi viene descritto un approccio per l’integrazione tra GPS e Sistema di Navigazione
Inerziale.
Le equazioni tempo-continuo per la navigazione e l’errore vengono derivate per lo n-frame.
Atraverso l’utilizzo di un campionatore zero order hold, l’insieme delle equazioni viene discretiz-
zato.
Viene derivato un Filtro di Kalman Esteso per l’integrazione closed loop tra GPS ed INS. Il fil-
tro evolve e fornisce stime sugli errori nelle variabili di stato; tali errori vengono retroazionati sulla
INS per la correzione interna degli stati di navigazione. Vengono presentati risultati di simulazioni.
Viene fornita una descrizione dello hardware utilizzato per i test pratici e vengono presentati i
risultati di tali test.
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Notations
Matrices are denoted in bold upper case letters
Vectors are denoted by bold lower case letters
(·)b variable in the body-frame
(·)n variable in the navigation-frame
(·)e variable in the ECEF-frame
(·)i variable in the inertial-frame
Rba directional cosine matrix to transform from a- to b-frame
ωcab angular velocity vector of b-frame w.r.t. a-frame, expressed in c-frame
Ωcab skew symmetric representation of ω
c
ab
(·)T matrix transpose
(·)−1 matrix inverse
In identity matrix of order n
0m×n zero matrix of order m×n
xK value at instant K: x(K)
x˙ first order derivative of x
δx error of x
·ˆ estimated value
·˜ measured value
(·)− predicted value
E{·} expectation
| · | magnitude
‖ · ‖ norm
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Parto al mattino
Vento e destino
Sciacallo grigio argento dai magri fianchi
Sappi che sono l’uomo della Leina
Rivesto l’armatura sul cuore della iena.
Ora sono in poverta´
Ora in ricchezza
Desiderio, paura, liberta´
Bisogno di chiarezza
Nella polvere un rifugio ripara dall’offesa
Un ritiro per chi teme
Il nemico e´ la resa.
(Sha´nfara)
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The five basic forms of navigation are as follows, [10]:
• Pilotage, which essentially relies on recognizing landmarks to know where you are. Its older
than human kind.
• Dead Reckoning, which relies on knowing where you started from, plus some form of
heading information and some estimate of speed.
• Celestial Navigation, using time and the angles between local vertical and known celestial
objects (e.g. sun, moon or stars).
• Radio Navigation, which relies on radio-frequenciy sources with known location (including
Global Positioning System satellites).
• Inertial navigation, which relies on knowing your initial position, velocity and attitude and
thereafter measuring your attitude rates and accelerations. It is the only form of navigation
that does not rely on external references.
These forms of navigation can be used in combination as well. The subject of this thesis is a
combination of the fourth and fifth forms of navigation using Kalman filtering.
Kalman filtering exploits a powerful synergism between global positioning system (GPS) and
inertial navigation system (INS). This synergism is possible, in part, because the INS and GPS
have very complementary error characteristics.
Today many vehicles are equipped with global positioning system (GPS) receivers that con-
stantly can provide the driver with information about the vehicles position with an accuracy in the
order of 15−100 meters. However, the GPS receiver has two major weaknesses. The slow update
rate, only once a second for most receivers, and the sensitivity to blocking of the satellite signals.
This can cause problems when for example plotting a vehicles movements on a map.
Inertial navigation systems (INS) can provide position, velocity and attitude estimates at a high
rate, typically 100 times per second and are, to the opposite of the GPS receiver, self contained.
Instead it relies on Newtons laws of motion, from which it can be concluded that if an objects
initial position, velocity and attitude are known all further positions, velocities and attitudes can be
determined by integrations of the accelerations and angular rates of the object. However, due to the
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integrative nature of the INS, low frequency noise and sensor biases are amplified. The unaided
INS may therefore have unbounded position,velocity and attitude errors. These complementary
properties make an integration of the two systems suitable.
The Kalman filter is able to take advantage on these characteristics to provide a common, in-
tegrated navigation implementation with performance superior to that of either subsystem (GPS
or INS). By using statistical information about the errors in both systems, it is able to combine
a system with tens of meters position uncertainty (GPS) with another system whose position un-
certainty degrades at kilometers per hour (INS) and achieve bounded position uncertainties in the
order of centimeters [with differential GPS (DGPS)] to meters.
A key function performed by the Kalman filter is the statistical combination of GPS and INS
information to track drifting parameters of the sensors in the INS. As a result, the INS can provide
enhanced inertial navigation accuracy during periods when GPS signal may be lost, and improved
position and velocity estimates from INS can then be used to make GPS signal reacquisition happen
much faster whet the GPS signal becomes available again.
Until recently inertial measurement units (IMU) have been to expensive for private persons.
But lately some low cost micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS) gyros and accelerometers
have been introduced on the market. This has opened the door for development of low cost inertial
navigation systems, suitable for integration with GPS-receivers.
1.2 System Overview
The purpose of the system described in this thesis is to combine GPS and INS data in an optimal
way to obtain a navigation system with both higher update rate and smaller position error than
the stand alone GPS-receiver. In Figure 1.1 a system overview with its different input and output
signals is shown. A common integration method is to let the INS be the major navigation system
and use the position estimates of the GPS-receiver to estimate and correct the errors in the INS.
The integration between INS and GPS is refereed to as a GPS aided INS.
Figure 1.1: A schematic description of the proposed system with its input and output signals.
Before integrating the two systems the provided data must be transformed into a common
coordinate system, suitable for integration. GPS receiver provides position estimates in terms of
Latitude, Longitude and Altitude. In the case of the INS it is more complicated. The accelerations
and angular rates are measured with respect to the inertial frame of reference and resolved in
the instrumental frame of the accelerometers and the gyros, respectively. An inertial frame is a
coordinate frame in which Newtons laws of motion applies, that is in rest or in linear motion.
From the instrumental frame the measurements must be transformed to the platform frame, which
is the coordinate system associated with the platform onto which the accelerometers and gyros are
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mounted. The platform is referred to as the inertial measurement unit (IMU). Finally the angular
rates, resolved in platform coordinates are used to transform the accelerations into a common
navigation frame, where they are processed and integrated with the GPS data.
There are several approaches on how to design a GPS aided INS: tightly coupled or loosely
coupled, closed or open loop, pseudo-range or position aided. In this thesis a loosely coupled
position and position-velocity aided methods is proposed. Essentially this means that GPS and INS
work independently and that there is no direct data exchange between them, i.e loosely coupled,
and that GPS-receiver position estimates and not the estimated distances to the satellites are used
(pseudo-ranges). The loosely coupled approach allows the use of a low cost of-the-shelf GPS
receiver. The difference between the GPS and INS position or position and velocity estimate is
used to drive an extended Kalman filter, housing a model of how the errors in the INS develops
with time. The error states estimated by the filter are fed back to the INS for calibration of its
internal states, resulting in a closed loop design; see Figure 1.2. A comparison between the tightly
and loosely coupled approach can be found in [19].
Figure 1.2: Loosely coupled position aided closed loop implementation of a GPS aided INS system.
KF denotes the Kalman Filter, and H the map between navigation output and GPS data.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The thesis is divided into 10 chapters:
• Chapter 2 gives a short introduction to the basic principles of Inertial Navigation. The two
categories of INS are presented, namely Gimballed and Strap-down.
• Chapter 3 describes the GPS system. Error sources and possible solutions are presented.
• Chapter 4 gives an introduction to the coordinate frames used throughout this thesis.
• Chapter 5 gives a short introduction to the basic physics behind inertial navigation. From this
general navigation equations are derived. Further the n-frame navigation and error dynamics
are presented. Continuous time equations are discretized using a zero-order-hold model.
• Chapter 6 gives the mathematical background for the integration between the GPS and INS,
using an extended Kalman Filter.
• Chapter 7 presents simulation results of the integrated navigation system for a typical flying
scenario. Two different filtering structures are presented and analyzed.
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• Chapter 8 gives a short description of the hardware used in the tests.
• Chapter 9 presents test results of the integrated navigation system for a real flying test.
• Chapter 10 presents conclusions and further work.
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Chapter 2
Inertial Navigation Systems
In this chapter, an introductory-level overview of inertial navigation systems will be given. All the
fundamental terms will be defined and a basic description of the two main architecture of INS will
de explained.
2.1 Fundamentals of Inertial Navigation
In order to deal with INS its necessary to define some basic concepts of inertial navigation, [10]:
• Inertia, is the property of bodies to maintain constant translational and rotational velocity,
unless disturbed by forces or torques, respectively (Newtons first law of motion).
• Inertial Reference Frame, is a coordinate frame in which Newtons laws of motion are valid.
Inertial reference frames are neither rotating nor accelerating.
• Inertial Sensors, measure rotation rate and acceleration, both of which are vector-valued
variable:
– Gyroscopes are sensors for measuring rotation: rate gyroscopes measure rotation rate,
and displacement gyroscopes (also called whole-angle gyroscopes) measure rotation
angle.
– Accelerometers are sensors for measuring acceleration. However, accelerometers can-
not measure gravitational acceleration. That is, an accelerometer in free fall (or in
orbit) has no detectable input.
The input axis of an inertial sensor defines which vector component is measured. Multi-
axis sensors measure more than one component. Inertial navigation uses gyroscopes and
accelerometers to maintain an estimate of the position, velocity, attitude and attitude rates of
the vehicle in or on which the INS is carried, which could be a spacecraft, missile, aircraft,
surface ship, submarine or land vehicle.
• Inertial Navigation System (INS), consists of the following:
– Inertial measurement unit (IMU), containing a cluster of sensors: accelerometers (two
or more, but usually three) and gyroscopes (two or more, but usually three). These sen-
sors are rigidly mounted to a common base to maintain the same relative orientations.
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– Navigation computer, to calculate the gravitational acceleration (not measured by ac-
celerometers), doubly integrate the net acceleration to maintain an estimate of the po-
sition of the host vehicle and integrate the rotation rate to maintain an estimate of the
attitude of the host vehicle.
There are many different designs of inertial navigation systems with different performance char-
acteristics, but they fall generally into two categories:
• Gimballed
• Strap-down
These are illustrated in Figure 2.1 and described in the following sections.
Figure 2.1: Inertial measurement units.
2.2 Gimballed System
2.2.1 Gimbals
A gimbal is a rigid frame with rotation bearings for isolating the inside of the frame from external
rotations about the bearing axes. If the bearings could be made perfectly frictionless and the frame
could be made perfectly balanced (to eliminate unbalanced torques due to acceleration), then the
rotational inertia of the frame would be sufficient to isolate it from rotations of the supporting body.
This level of perfection is generally not achieved in practice, however.
Alternatively, a gyroscope can be mounted inside the gimbal frame and used to detect any rota-
tion of the frame due to torques from bearing friction or frame unbalance. The detected rotational
disturbance can then be used in a feedback loop to provide restoring torques on the gimbal bearings
to null out all rotations of the frame about the respective gimbal bearings.
At least three gimbals are required to isolate a subsystem from host vehicle rotations about
three axes, typically labeled roll,pitch and yaw axes.
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The gimbals in an INS are mounted inside one another, as illustrated in Figure 2.1(b). We show
three gimbals because that is the minimum number required. Three gimbals will suffice for host
vehicles with limited ranges of rotation in pitch and roll, such as surface ships and land vehicles.
A fourth gimbal is required for vehicles with full freedom of rotation about all three axes, such as
high performance aircraft.
2.2.2 Stable platforms
The earliest INSs were developed in the mid-twentieth century, when flight-qualified computers
were not fast enough for integrating the full (rotational and translational) equations of motion. As
an alternative, gimbals and servo torques were used to null out the rotations of a stable platform or
stable element on which the inertial sensors were mounted, as illustrated in Figure 2.1(b).
The stable element of a gimballed system is also called inertial platform os stable table. It
contains a sensor cluster of accelerometers and gyroscopes, similar to that of the strap-down INS
illustrated in Figure 2.1(a).
2.2.3 Signal processing
The essential outputs of the gimballed IMU are the sensed accelerations and rotation rates. These
are first compensated for errors detected during sensors- or system-level calibration. This includes
compensation for gyro drift and rates due to acceleration.
The compensated gyro signals are used for controlling the gimbal to keep the platform in the
desired orientation, independent on the rotations of the host vehicle. This “desired orientation”
can be (and usually is) locally level, with two of the accelerometers axes horizontal and one ac-
celerometer input axis vertical. This is not an inertial orientation, because the earth rotates and,
and because the host vehicle can change its longitude and latitude.
The accelerometers outputs are also compensated for known errors, including compensation
for gravitational accelerations which cannot be sensed and must be modeled. The gravity model
used in this compensation depends on the vehicle position.
After compensation for sensor errors and gravity, the accelerometers outputs are integrated
once and twice to obtain velocity and position, respectively. The position estimates are usually
converted to longitude, latitude and altitude.
2.3 Strap-down system
2.3.1 Sensor cluster
In strap-down systems, the inertial sensor cluster is “strapped down” to the frame of the host
vehicle, without intervening gimbals for rotational isolation, as illustrated in Figure 2.1(a). The
system computer must integrate the full six-degree-of-freedom equations of motion.
2.3.2 Signal processing
Starting from the signal flow of a gimballed system, the major software functions performed by
navigation computers for strap-down systems are:
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• “Coordinate transformation” and “Acceleration coordinate transformation” which essen-
tially take the place of the gimbal servo loops. In effect, the strap-down software maintains
virtual gimbals in the form of a coordinate transformation from the unconstrained, body-
fixed sensor coordinates to the equivalent sensor coordinates of an inertial platform.
• Attitude rate compensation for accelerometers, which was not required for gimballed sys-
tems but may be required for some applications strap-down systems. The gyroscopes and
gimbals of a gimballed IMU were used to isolate the accelerometers from body rotation rates,
which can introduce errors such as centrifugal accelerations in rotating accelerometers.
In the continuous of this thesis, all the developments will be addressed to Strap-down Systems.
2.3.3 Coordinate systems
In Strap-down inertial navigation systems the measured quantities is obtained in different coordi-
nate frames and need to be transformed into a coordinate frame suitable for processing.
A basic inertial navigation system involves at least four different frames. The accelerometers
measures the platform accelerations with respect to the inertial frame of reference. The accelera-
tions are resolved in the instrumental frame of the accelerometers and need to be transformed into
platform coordinate frame by a fixed rotation matrix.
Gyros measure the platform angular rates relative to the inertial frame of reference and resolves
this in the instrumental frame of the gyros, which are transformed into angular rates in the platform
frame by a fixed rotation matrix.
From the gyro measurements a rotation matrix is calculated which transform the accelerations
in the platform-frame into the used navigation frame, where they are processed to determine the
velocity and position of the navigation system.
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Chapter 3
Global Positioning System
There are currently two Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), namely the widely used
Global Positioning System (GPS) from the U.S. Department of Defense, and the Russian Global
Orbit Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS).
A third system named Galileo, which is launched by the European Union and the European
Space Agency, will be in commercial operation phase in year 2008.
Because the GPS is well established and a broad range of receivers (also some relatively inex-
pensive receivers) are available, this system was chosen for this project, [18].
3.1 GPS Signals
With the GPS, civilian users can only use the restricted Standard Positioning Service (SPS). The
Precise Positioning Service (PPS) is only intended for the U.S. military and other authorized users.
There are at least 24 satellites on six equally spread orbits around the Earth. The six orbital
planes are inclined with a 55 angle with respect to the equator. The orbits are located about 20200
km above the Earths surface.
The GPS mainly provides a 3-dimensional position estimation and the accurate Coordinated
Universal Time UTC. To estimate a 3-d position, the receiver needs to receive the signals of at
least 4 satellites. The accuracy of the estimate depends on several factors that are discussed in the
following section.
In order to compute the position at the receiver, the position of the satellites has to be known.
These coordinates can roughly be calculated from the GPS almanacs that are transmitted by the
satellites. For a more accurate satellite coordinate calculation, the ephemeris data, also transmitted
in the satellite message, is used.
Each GPS satellite transmits the data simultaneously on the two frequencies L1 (1575.42MHz)
and L2 (1227.60MHz). The data (50bit/s) is BPSK modulated and spread with binary codes
(CDMA). The later are used to differentiate between the satellites. On L1, the signal is spread with
a Precision or P-code and a Coarse/Acquisition or C/A-code. The signal on L2 is only spread with
the P-code. While the C/A-code is publicly available (SPS), the P-code is further encrypted for
a regulated access and is only known by authorized users (PPS). The C/A-code consists of 1023
samples, is transmitted at 1/10 of the fundamental GPS frequency and is repeated every 1 ms,
whereas the P-code is transmitted at the fundamental frequency of 10.23 MHz and repeated every
267 days.
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Figure 3.1: Vectors that define the position between the Earth, a satellite and a user.
There are three observable quantities, namely the pseudo-range, the carrier phase, and the
Doppler shift. The pseudo-range represents the time shift needed to correlate the received and
demodulated signal with a receiver-replicated code. Since the receiver- and satellite-clocks are not
perfectly synchronized, and also due to other error sources, the description pseudo-range rather
than range is used.
Better performance for the position determination can be gained by measuring the carrier phase
before the demodulation. This allows an accuracy down to a fraction of the wavelength, but there
is a problem called integer ambiguity. Using the phase, only a fraction of a wavelength can be
measured, but there remains an unknown number of whole wavelengths that fit between the satellite
and the receiver. Due to high vehicle dynamics, satellite shading, and high ionosphere activity, a
loss of phase lock can occur and results in a so-called cycle slip. A method to overcome this
problem can be found in [1].
Finally, a Doppler shift can be measured due to the movements of a receiver. However, a
Doppler shift only occurs if the receiver is moving towards to or away from a satellite. Also the
satellites itself move, but, since their trajectory is predictable, this influence can be compensated.
The measured Doppler shift is used to determine the receivers velocity.
The position of a particular satellite is known from the ephemeris data (ECEF coordinates)
and is denoted as s in Figure 3.1. The distance d is estimated using the pseudo-range and phase
measurements (the distance is obtained by multiplying the time delay with the speed of light).
Adding this two vectors, one can find the user position as
u = s+d (3.1)
The measured pseudo-range estimated from each satellite (subscript k) can be expressed as
ρk = ‖u− sk‖+ c (δtsk +δtr)+ εk (3.2)
where the difference δtsk + δtr multiplied with the speed of light is an error due to the clock drift
in the satellite and receiver. The remaining error components are collected in εk and described
in the following (see also Table 3.1). Disregarding εk , we see from Equation (3.2) that we have
three unknowns for the position in ECEF coordinates, and one unknown for the clock difference.
Therefore, we need four satellites to solve for the 4 unknowns. Usually, there are more than four
satellites available leading to an over-determined system that can be solved in a least squares sense,
and provide a more accurate solution.
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3.2 Error Sources
Several error sources can deteriorate the quality of the position estimation. The following para-
graphs name the important sources. The size of these typical errors is collected in Table 3.1.
Type of error Typical size (1σ)
Ephemeris error δrorb 2.1m
Satellite clock error c ·δts 2.1m
Receiver clock error c ·δtr 0.5m
Selective Availability on/off δrSA 25m/0m
Ionospheric delays δrion 4.0m
Tropospheric delays δrtrop 0.7m
Multipath errors δrMP 1.4m
Receiver measurement noise ν 0.5m
User Equivalent Range Error δUERE 5.3m
Table 3.1: Typical errors that affect the pseudo-range measurement.
3.2.1 Selective availability
The U.S. Department of Defense has with Selective Availability (SA) a method, to add a clock
error introduced by the satellites to affect the position determination for unauthorized users. In
May 2000, this SA was removed [7] but there is no guarantee that it will not be introduced again.
For civil users, this SA accounts for the largest errors. There are methods such as Differential GPS
(DGPS) to reduce this error [13].
3.2.2 Atmospheric effects
Atmospheric effects introduce further errors. The troposphere is relatively close around the Earth
and extends between 6 to 18 km. It is electrically neutral and non-dispersive for frequencies up
to 15 GHz [24, 8]. However, the presence of water vapor, the atmospheric temperature, and the
pressure cause a delay, which is the same for both frequencies L1 and L2.
The ionosphere extends roughly from 50 to 1500 km and contains a large amount of free
electrons and positive ions. These cause a group delay of the signal but can also cause refraction
and diffraction effects [24]. The ionospheric activity is strongly dependent on the number of
sunspots. Using appropriate models and DGPS, these atmospheric effects can be significantly
reduced to improve the position accuracy.
3.2.3 Orbital errors
Another error is introduced due to the inaccuracy in the ephemeris data. The Signal-in-Space User
Range Error (SIS UER) was 1.4m RMS as of April 2001 across the constellation and is expected
to decrease [5]. Replacing older Block II satellites with newer Block IIR satellites and the Legacy
Accuracy Improvement Initiative (AII) contribute to a better performance.
Data that are more accurate are available through the official Navel Surface Warfare Center
together with the National Imagery and Mapping Agency, which are available a few weeks after
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the observation. A large user community uses orbit products from the International GNSS Ser-
vice (IGS), because they also provide predicted real-time IGS Ultra-Rapid orbit products with an
accuracy of about 0.25m. More information about how IGS works can be found in [2].
3.2.4 Clock errors
The atomic clocks in the GPS satellites have to run synchronized with the GPS system time. The
small difference is constantly monitored by the Master Control Station (MCS) and the errors are
transmitted as coefficients of a second order polynomial [4]. The larger clock errors occur in the
receiver. It varies depending on the clock quality between some µs to a few ms. Nevertheless, this
clock-drift as well as the satellite clock error can be effectively removed by using DGPS [13].
3.2.5 Multipath and noise
In wireless radio links, one has to deal with multipath reception. The best case is to have a direct
line of sight between the transmitter and the receiver. Nonetheless, there are reflected signals that
superimpose the direct signal (see Figure 3.2). These multipath reflections affect both the pseudo-
range and phase measurements in a GPS receiver. Methods to decrease the effects are known from
e.g. cellular radio communications [24].
Figure 3.2: Multipath propagation; the solid arrow indicates the direct path, the dashed arrows
indicate reflected path.
At last, there is also noise generated in the receiver itself and maybe in the environment. The
receiver noise is depending on the antenna gain, amplifiers, receiver dynamics, and the code cor-
relation methods. It can mostly be reduced by a careful and thorough hardware design.
3.3 Dilution of Precision
Another effect that affects the precision of a position estimation is caused by the satellite constella-
tion. If e.g. all satellites happen to be on a straight line from the users point of view, the precision
is worse than if e.g. three satellites are placed equidistant on a large circle around the user and
one satellite straight above. The Dilution of Precision (DOP) [9] expresses these effects together
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with the time bias errors and the other pseudo-range errors. The pseudo-range error δρ can be ob-
tained from the position errors and the time error δe =
[
δx δy δa cδt
]T through a linearized
equation as
δρ= H δe+δ²p (3.3)
where H is a (m× 4) matrix of partial derivatives of the Equation (3.3), with respect to the four
unknown variables. δ²p is a zero mean noise term. Assuming many simplifications, one can take
the expectation of the estimated vector δ²p leading to, see [16]
E{δ²ˆδ²ˆT}= σ2e (HT H)−1 (3.4)
The matrix multiplication and inversion can be expressed as
(HT H)−1 =

D11 D12 D13 D14
D21 D22 D23 D24
D31 D32 D33 D34
D41 D42 D43 D44
 (3.5)
where each Di j ∈ ℜ represents a scale factor for the variance σ2ε . Since the diagonal elements of
that matrix relate the measurement errors with the computed position and time errors, one can find
the following parameters:
HDOP =
√
D11+D22 (3.6)
HDOP =
√
D33 (3.7)
HDOP =
√
D44 (3.8)
These first three DOP parameters describe the horizontal DOP, vertical DOP, and time DOP, re-
spectively. Two more general DOP parameters can be calculated, namely, the position DOP and
the geometric DOP
HDOP =
√
D11+D22+D33 (3.9)
HDOP =
√
D11+D22+D33+D44 (3.10)
The total position, vertical, or time error magnitude can be estimated as the multiplication of the
standard deviation σε with the desired DOP value. For example, for a GPS receiver that only
provides the PDOP, the position error magnitude is approximated as
σr = PDOP · σε (3.11)
It becomes clear that a low value indicates a good accuracy. In practice, values below 8 can be
considered as fairly good. In field tests on an open area with a clear line of sight and low multipath
reflections, the PDOP value usually ranged between 2 and 5.
3.4 Differential GPS
In Section 3.1, the error sources with the most influence on the position accuracy were pointed
out. Except for multipath and noise errors, it is possible to reduce or even remove their effect
on the position estimation. There are several combination methods available. The most common
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of a single dierence GPS.
one is the single difference GPS (or differential GPS (DGPS)) as depicted in Figure 3.3. Sophis-
ticated methods such as double or triple difference incorporate measured differences from several
satellites.
Another technique is to use a second frequency, e.g. L2, in order to minimize the ionospheric
effects. However, this method is not available to public, unauthorized users.
The single difference GPS employs one mobile receiver e.g. on a vehicle and a stationary
receiver (base station). The exact coordinates of the base station are known, therefore it is possible
to compute the real errors in the pseudo-range and form some correction parameters. They are
transmitted to the mobile receiver over e.g. a radio link (dashed arrow in Figure 3.3). If the mobile
receiver is relatively close to the base station, both received signals from the satellites experience
almost the same atmospheric disturbances. The mobile receiver then uses the correction parameters
to minimize or even eliminate the errors.
However, since the thermal noise in the two receivers is uncorrelated, its variance increases
with the factor two. Still, it is possible to get a position accuracy of a few centimeters.
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Chapter 4
Coordinate Systems
Position, velocity and attitude, referred as navigation system states, are defined with reference
to coordinate frames. These frames are defined differently for the various integrated navigation
system’ implementations, and there are a number of different frames in current use.
The chapter presents a survey of coordinate systems used in this thesis and transformations
useful to manipulate vector variables between coordinate frames.
Last section presents the derivation of an analytical form to express the rate of change of a
rotating reference frame.
4.1 Coordinate Frame Definition
This section defines the different coordinate frames and corresponding notation used in this thesis.
All coordinate systems are orthogonal and right-handed Cartesian systems if not otherwise stated.
4.1.1 Inertial frame (i-frame)
An inertial frame is a coordinate frame in which Newtons laws of motions apply. Therefore the
inertial frame is not accelerating or rotating, but can be in a linear motion.
The origin of the inertial coordinate system is arbitrary, and the coordinate axis may point in
any three perpendicular directions. Its often preferable to let the origin of the inertial frame consist
with the Earth center of mass and define his z-axis parallel to Earth’s rotation.
This frame will be referred to as the i-frame and will be denoted by the superscript i.
4.1.2 Earth-centered earth-fixed frame (ECEF, e-frame)
This coordinate system has its origin at the center of the earth and rotates with the earth.
Axis definitions in current use vary. For the purpose of this thesis, the axes directions are
defined as follows: the x-axis points towards the intersection between the prime meridian and the
equator, the z-axis points in the direction of the mean polar axis and the y-axis completes the right
hand coordinate; see Figure 4.1. The ECEF frame will be denoted by the superscript e.
As will be shown in the sequel (Section 4.2) a vector p in the i-frame is linearly related (by a
rotation matrix) to a vector in the e-frame, and vice verse.
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Figure 4.1: Relations between ECEF(e-frame)-, navigation(n-frame)- and inertial(i-frame)-frame.
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4.1.3 Navigation frame (n-frame)
This is the coordinate system often referred to in our daily life as the north, east and down direction.
It will be denoted by the superscript n and also referred as Local Geodetic Frame in Figure 4.1.
Its determined by fitting at tangent plane to fixed point of the geodetic reference ellipse. This
point will be the origin of the coordinate system and axis definition is usually associated with
ECEF-frame definition. For the purpose of this thesis, the x-axis points towards the true north, the
y-axis to the east and the z-axis completes the right hand coordinate system by pointing towards
the earths interior. This definition is usually referred as North-East-Down or NED; other Local
Geodetic Frames are East-North-Up or ENU and North-West-Up or NWU.
4.1.4 Body frame (b-frame)
The body frame is the coordinate system associated with the vehicle. The coordinate system has
its origin at the center of gravity of the vehicle and the x-axis points in the forward direction, the
z-axis down through the vehicle and the y-axis completes the right hand coordinate system. See
Figure 4.2. This frame will be denoted by the superscript b
In some applications the instrumentation platform is not aligned with the body frame, and thus
a (orthonormal) platform frame is needed as well. The platform frame is the coordinate system of
the platform which the accelerometers and the gyros are mounted on.
Throughout this thesis the platform is assumed to have its coordinate axes perfectly aligned
with the body coordinate axes, and therefore no distinction between the two frames will be made.
Figure 4.2: Body coordinate frame.
The inertial sensors resolves their measurements along the sensitivity axes of the instruments.
The instrument sensitivity axes of the gyros and accelerometers spans the axes of the gyro and
accelerometer instrumental frames, respectively. The instrumental frames can not be assumed
to be orthogonal and identification of the misalignment matrices for transformation between the
instrumental and platform frame is the primary objective of the IMU alignment, see [6].
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4.2 Coordinate Frame Transformation
In navigation systems its often necessary to transform a vector from one coordinate system into
another.
This section describes a two different methods to derive a mathematical expression for the
rotation matrix relating two Cartesian, orthogonal coordinate systems.
Further, small angle rotations and derivatives of rotation matrices are studied.
4.2.1 Projection
The first method presented on how to find a mathematically expression for the rotation matrix
relating to coordinate systems is based upon projections of a vector onto the orthonormal bases of
the two coordinate systems.
Figure 4.3: By projection of vector p onto the bases of the two orthonormal coordinate systems the
directional cosine matrix relating the two coordinate systems can be found.
Mathematically this method can be described as follows. Let: { ia ja ka } and { ib jb kb }
be the unit vectors spanning two orthonormal coordinate systems having the same origin, see Fig-
ure 4.3. Vector p can then be written in terms of the unit vectors spanning coordinate system A,
that is
p = xa ia+ ya ja+ za ka (4.1)
Projection of p onto the unit vectors spanning coordinate system B and using the fact that the bases
of the coordinate system are orthogonal results in
xb =< ib,p >=< ia, ib > xa+< ja, ib > ya+< ka, ib > za
yb =< jb,p >=< ia, jb > xa+< ja, jb > ya+< ka, jb > za
zb =< kb,p >=< ia,kb > xa+< ja,kb > ya+< ka,kb > za
where scalar product < ik, jl >= cos(αik, jl). Here αik, jl denotes the angle between vector ik and jl .
In matrix form this can be written as
pb = Rba p
a (4.2)
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where
Rba =
 cos(αia,ib) cos(α ja,ib) cos(αka,ib)cos(αia, jb) cos(α ja, jb) cos(αka, jb)
cos(αia,kb) cos(α ja,kb) cos(αka,kb)
 (4.3)
The rotation matrix Rba a is a so called Directional Cosine Matrix (DCM). Although Rba a
has nine elements, it has only three degrees of freedom and can be uniquely described by the
three Euler angles, in the sequel gathered in the vector Θ [9]. The directional cosine matrix is an
orthonormal matrix, that is
Rba
T Rba = R
b
a R
b
a
T
= I3 (4.4)
Hence, the inverse of the rotation matrix is the same as its transpose.
4.2.2 Plane rotations
Plane rotations are a convenient way to mathematically express the vector transformation between
two coordinate frames with common origin, where the second coordinate system can be related
to the first by a rotation around a vector v. In the case of v being one of the coordinate axes the
rotation matrix takes a simplified form.
The rotation matrix between two coordinate systems related by a sequences of plane rotations
can be found by multiplying the plane rotation matrices in the order of the rotations.
Figure 4.4: Coordinate system A and B referred to in the derivation of the rotation matrix Rba a
through of plane rotations.
By plane rotations the directional cosine matrix relating coordinate system A and B in Figure
4.4 can be found in the following manner. First rotating coordinate system A around its z-axis with
α1 radians to align the new x′-axis with the projection of xb-axis onto the plane spanned by x′-axis
and the y′-axis. See Figure 4.5(a) and Figure 4.5(d). The rotation can be described as x′y′
z′
=
 cos(α1) sin(α1) 0−sin(α1) cos(α1) 0
0 0 1
  xaya
za
= R′a
 xaya
za
 (4.5)
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Figure 4.5: Plane rotations.
Next, rotating the new coordinate system, denoted with prime with α2 radians around the y′-axis,
resulting in that the x′-axis becomes aligned with the xb-axis. This is illustrated in Figure 4.5(b)
and Figure 4.5(e). The rotation is described by x′′y′′
z′′
=
 cos(α2) 0 −sin(α2)0 1 0
sin(α2) 0 cos(α2)
  x′y′
z′
= R′′′
 x′y′
z′
 (4.6)
Then rotating the new coordinate system α3 radians around the x′′-axis results in that the y′′- and
z′′-axis aligns the yb- and zb-axis, respectively. See Figures 4.5(c) and 4.5(f). The last plane rotation
is described by  xbyb
zb
=
 1 0 00 cos(α3) sin(α3)
0 −sin(α3) cos(α3)
  x′′y′′
z′′
= Rb′′
 x′′y′′
z′′
 (4.7)
The rotation matrix from coordinate system A to B is found by multiplying the rotation matrices
in Equations (4.5)-(4.7) in the order of rotations. The rotation matrix Rba a reads
Rba = R
′
a R
′′
′ Rb′′ = (4.8) c(α1)c(α2) s(α1)c(α2) −s(α2)−s(α1)c(α3)+c(α1)s(α2)s(α3) c(α1)c(α3)+s(α1)s(α2)s(α3) c(α2)s(α3)
s(α1)s(α3)+c(α1)s(α2)c(α3) −c(α1)s(α3)+s(α1)s(α2)c(α3) c(α2)c(α3)

Here s(·) and c(·) denotes the sine and cosine operation, respectively. The rotation matrices used
throughout this thesis can be found below.
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4.2.3 Rotation matrices
It is clear by now that coordinate rotations are essential parts of inertial navigation.
Throughout this report the most extensively used coordinate rotation matrix is the Navigation
to Body frame rotation matrix Rbn. It is possible to find an expression for the rotation matrix Rbn
directly in terms of the three Euler angles relating the navigation and body coordinate systems.
Rbn = (4.9) c(ψ)c(θ) s(ψ)c(θ) −s(θ)−s(ψ)c(φ)+c(ψ)s(θ)s(φ) c(ψ)c(φ)+s(ψ)s(θ)s(φ) c(θ)s(φ)
s(ψ)s(φ)+c(ψ)s(θ)c(φ) −c(ψ)s(φ)+s(ψ)s(θ)c(φ) c(θ)c(φ)

where:
φ - roll [radians]
θ - pitch [radians]
ψ - yaw [radians]
c(·) - cosine operator
s(·) - sine operator
Its also easy to find an expression for the rotation matrix Rne terms of geodetic coordinates.
Rne = (4.10) −s(φ)c(λ) −s(φ)s(λ) c(φ)−s(λ) c(λ) 0
−c(φ)c(λ) −c(φ)s(λ) −s(φ)

where:
φ - latitude [radians]
λ - longitude [radians]
c(·) - cosine operator
s(·) - sine operator
4.2.4 Small angle rotation
When two coordinate systems differ only by small angles rotations the corresponding directional
cosine matrix can be approximated being a linear function of the rotation angles. This is a very use-
ful property in the derivation of the INS error equations and derivative calculations of the rotation
matrix.
Let coordinate system A and B be differently oriented by the small angle rotations βx, βy and
βz around the axis of system A. For small x the approximations cos(x)≈ 1 and sin(x)≈ x are valid
by aid of Taylor series expansion. Applying this to Equation 4.8, the small angle rotation matrix
can be approximated as
Rba ≈
 1 βz −βy−βz 1 βx
βy −βx 1
= I3+Ξβ (4.11)
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where Ξβ is the skew symmetric matrix representation of β =
[
βx βy βy
]T , defined such that
p×β =Ξβ p (4.12)
Here p is an arbitrary 3×1 vector. The matrix Ξβ reads
Ξβ =
 0 βz −βy−βz 0 βx
βy −βx 0
 (4.13)
Using the properties of the cross product, it is straight-forward to show that Ξβ p =−Ξpβ, where
Ξp is the skew symmetric matrix representation of the vector p.
4.3 Rotating Coordinate Frame
As the attitude of the vehicle changes, so does the relative angle between some of the coordinate
frames in the navigation system. Hence, so does the rotation matrices relating this coordinate
frames.
The rate of change of the rotation matrix corresponds to the first order derivative of the direc-
tional cosine matrix. Assuming that angular velocity ωaba between coordinate system A and B is
constant in the interval t to t +∆t, then using the result from small angles rotations the rotation
matrix at time t +∆t can be written as
Rba(t +∆t) = R
b
a(t) [I3+Ω
a
ba(t)∆t] (4.14)
where Ωaba ba is the skew symmetric matrix representation of the angular rates ω
a
ba. The matrix
Ωaba reads
Ωaba =
 0 −ωaba,z ωaba,yωaba,z 0 −ωaba,x
−ωaba,y ωaba,x 0
 (4.15)
and the rotations ωaba,x, ω
a
ba,y and ω
a
ba,z correspond to rotations about the x, y and z axes, respec-
tively, of the a-frame with respect to the b-frame coordinated with the a-frame. Using the definition
of derivative, the rate of change in the rotation matrix becomes
R˙ba(t) = lim∆t→0
Rba(t +∆t)−Rba(t)
∆t
= lim
∆t→0
Rba(t)
[
I3+Ωaba(t)∆t
]−Rba(t)
∆t
= Rba(t)Ω
a
ba(t) (4.16)
where (4.14) was used in the second equality. Not surprisingly the rate of change of the rotation
matrix is a function of both the current orientation and the angular rate between the coordinate
systems. The transposed equivalent is
R˙ab(t) =
[
Rba(t)Ω
a
ba(t)
]T
= Ωaba(t)
T Rab(t)
= −Ωaba(t)Rab(t)
(4.17)
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The skew symmetric rotation matrix in Equation (4.15), coordinated in one frame, can be related
to a rotation matrix coordinated in another frame by using the similarity transformation
Ωbba = R
b
aΩ
a
ba R
a
b (4.18)
Note that the sense of the rotation, i.e. a relative to b, is unchanged.
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Chapter 5
Inertial Navigation Equations
In this chapter the fundamental equation of inertial navigation is derived. Further, the n-frame
navigation equations are introduced and the physical interpretation and significance of the different
terms are discussed.
By mechanization of the n-frame navigation equations a linear model of how the sensor errors
are related to the errors in the navigation output is found. The linear error model will later be used
in the integration between the INS and GPS-receiver.
A discrete time ZOH version of navigation equations and error equations will be presented.
5.1 Fundamental Equations of Inertial Navigation
According to Newtons first law of motion an object tends to keep its initial speed and attitude
unless affected by an unbalanced force. Hence, a change in motion is a result of a force being
applied to overcome the objects inertia. Two types of forces determine the motion of a vehicle:
gravity and inertial force.
5.1.1 Gravity force
Newtons universal law of gravity states that the force fg , due to gravitational attraction between
two masses m1 and m2 , see Figure 5.1 is
fg =
G m1 m2
|r|3 r (5.1)
where G denotes the universal gravity constant and r the position vector of mass m2 with respect
to the center of mass m1 . Let mass m1 be equal to the earth mass M and m2 equal to the vehicle
mass m. Assuming the vehicle is at a far distance from the earth, then the vehicle sensed gravity
force becomes
fg =−G M m|r|3 r (5.2)
Rewriting this as force per vehicle unit mass yields
g, fg
m
=−G M|r|3 r (5.3)
where g denotes the acceleration of gravity.
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Figure 5.1: Gravity attraction between two masses m1 and m2 at the distance r from each other.
5.1.2 Inertial force
Newton’s second law states that the acceleration of an object is directly proportional to the magni-
tude of the net force, in the same direction as the net force and inversely proportional to the mass
of the object. In the case the inertial force being the only force acting upon the vehicle
fI = m s (5.4)
Here fI is the inertial force applied to the vehicle of mass m to produce the acceleration s. The
acceleration s will henceforth be refereed to as the specific force.
5.1.3 Equations of motion
In the previous sections the kinematic equations for an object were derived in the absent of either
the inertial force fI or the gravity force fg. In reality the motion of an object is mostly a result of
both these forces being present.
The total force, ftot acting upon the object can be expressed as the sum of the gravitational and
inertial force, that is
ftot = fg+ fI (5.5)
Substituting the left hand side with the kinematic acceleration in the i-frame times the mass m of
the vehicle gives
m r¨i = fg+ fI (5.6)
Replacing the right hand side of (5.6) with (5.2) and (5.4) gives
m r¨i =−G M m
|ri|3
ri+m si (5.7)
Finally the fundamental equation of inertial navigation is obtained by dividing with the mass m on
both sides, resulting in
r¨i = gi+ si (5.8)
The equation states that the kinematic acceleration r¨i is equal to the sum of the gravity acceleration
gi and the specific force si.
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5.2 Navigation Equations
The navigation equations are a set of differential equations describing the relationship between
the INS outputs (that is velocity, position and attitude) and the inputs in terms of acceleration and
angular rates.
In this section we will derive the navigation equations for a Strap-down inertial system. There
are several mechanizations that are used in practice, each being chosen based on the type of appli-
cation that the vehicle is used for. The Local Level mechanization frame will be used.
Figure 5.2: Functional diagram of a Strap-Down INU.
The navigation frame mechanization provides vehicle ground speed and attitude data with re-
spect to a Local Vertical Local Horizontal frame, which is consistently orientated in the same
pointing directions with respect to the ground plane and the local gravity direction, wherever the
vehicle navigates around the globe. This is useful for most on-board guidance systems, which
control the vehicle with respect to the local ground plane.
The resulting differential equations are nonlinear and will be formed in terms of measured
accelerations and angular rates, rather than standard Newtonian form.
In order to integrate the INU with independent Kalman Filter data, a linearization of the equa-
tions is necessary, and error sources will be described. Note that linearization can be performed in
different ways, depending upon the application and also on the industrial proprietary capabilities
of INU makers.
A general block diagram of a Strap-down INU is shown in Figure 5.2. The core of the INU
is a set of 3 gyros and 3 accelerometers mounted in orthogonal triads and rigidly attached to the
vehicle. The gyros sense the motion ωbib in body-fixed coordinates. The accelerometers output s
b
is transformed into the navigation frame by the navigation computer using Rnb , which is generated
in the computer by the body rates coming from the gyros, and the navigation frame rates created
by the vehicles velocity.
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5.2.1 Velocity equations
The velocity vector vn =
[
vnorth veast vdown
]T in the rotating navigation frame is given by the
position rate of change in ECEF frame as
vn = Rne r˙
e (5.9)
Taking the time derivative
v˙n = R˙ne r˙
e+Rne r¨
e (5.10)
The position vector and its derivative, related to the inertial frame are
re = Rei r
i
r˙e = R˙ei r
i+Rei r˙
i
= Rei (r˙
i−Ωiie ri)
R˙ei = −Rei Ωiie (5.11)
Taking the second time derivative of re results, after some algebra, in
r¨e = Rei (r¨
i−Ωiie r˙i− Ω˙iie ri)+ R˙ei (r˙i−Ωiie ri)
= Rei (r¨
i−Ωiie r˙i)−Rei Ωiie (r˙i−Ωiie ri)
= Rei (r¨
i−2Ωiie r˙i+ΩiieΩiie ri) (5.12)
where the Earth’s rotation rate is assumed to be constant at one revolution per day, or
Ω˙iie = 03×3 (5.13)
The time rate of change of the direction cosine matrix Rne is
R˙ne =−Ωnen Rne (5.14)
Substituting Equations (5.11), (5.12) and (5.14) into equation (5.10) yields
v˙n = Rne R
e
i (r¨
i−2Ωiie r˙i+ΩiieΩiie ri)−Ωnen Rne Ren vn
= Rni (r¨
i−2Ωiie Rin vn−2ΩiieΩiie ri+ΩiieΩiie ri)−Ωnen vn
= Rni (r¨
i−2Ωiie Rin vn−ΩiieΩiie ri)−Rni Ωien Rin vn
= Rni [r¨
i− (Ωien+2Ωiie)Rin vn−ΩiieΩiie ri] (5.15)
where, in the second step in this equation, the following relationship is used
r˙i =Ωiie r
i+Rin v
n (5.16)
The specific force sn is the sensed output of accelerometers coordinated in the navigation frame.
The specific force is a combination of inertial and gravitational contributes
sn = Rni r¨
i−Gn (5.17)
Gravitational acceleration includes gravity and centripetal acceleration induced by Earth’s rotation,
see Appendix A:
Gn = gn+ΩnieΩ
n
ie r
n (5.18)
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Using
ΩnieΩ
n
ie = R
n
i Ω
i
ie R
i
n R
n
i Ω
i
ie R
i
n (5.19)
and combining Equations (5.17)-(5.18) and rearranging terms yields
r¨i = Rin (s
n+Gn)
= Rin (s
n+gn+Rni Ω
i
ieΩ
i
ie R
i
n r
n)
= Rin (s
n+gn)+ΩiieΩ
i
ie r
i (5.20)
Substituting Equation (5.20) into Equation (5.15) yields
v˙n = Rni [R
i
n (s
n+gn)− (Ωien+2Ωiie)Rin vn]
= sn+gn−Rni (Ωien+2Ωiie)Rin vn (5.21)
or
v˙n = sn− (Ωnen+2Ωnie)vn+gn
= sn− (ωnen+2ωnie)×vn+gn (5.22)
where
sn = Rnb s
b
gn =
[
0 0 g
]
(5.23)
Ωnen and Ω
n
ie are the skew symmetric matrices obtained from ω
n
en and ω
n
ie, respectively. This equa-
tion gives the basic description of velocity change in a local level navigation frame; it is directly
applicable to either Gimballed or Strap-down mechanizations.
5.2.2 Position equations
For an easy integration with GPS measurements, the position vector will expressed in terms of
Latitude, Longitude and Height. For position rates it’s necessary to introduce an Earth model and
it’s geometry.
Like reference frames definition, there are many models for Earth’s geometry. These models
are based on parameters that have been assigned different values for different uses. For integrated
navigation systems, the Earth’s shape is modeled by simple oblate spheroid.
The local geodetic frame is to be maintained as locally level as a vehicle moves over the Earth’s
surface. This movement results in an angular rotation defined dy the Earth’s geometrical shape,
i.e., it’s radius of curvature. Integration of this motion yields the vehicle position. An accurate
model of the Earth’s shape is necessary so that an accurate position results from the integration.
Motion over the surface of the ellipsoid is along the arch defining the surface. The rate of
change of latitude is along the meridian and is governed by the curvature along this arc as
φ˙ =
vnorth
Rm+h
(5.24)
The rate of change of longitude is found from
λ˙ =
veast
(Rn+h) cos(φ)
(5.25)
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Height rate will be assumed as directly dependent from vdown
h˙ =−vdown (5.26)
Rm and Rn are the Meridian and Normal radii of curvature; along the lines of constant longitude
and latitude respectively. Their analytical definition is given in Appendix A.
5.2.3 Attitude equations
The attitude equations are based on the gyros output. With reference to Equation (4.17), the rate
of change of the DCM matrix is given by
R˙nb =−Ωnbn Rnb (5.27)
Where the skew symmetric matrix Ωnbn is formed from the rotation vector ω
n
bn as
Ωnbn =
 0 −ωnbn,3 ωnbn,2ωnbn,3 0 −ωnbn,1
−ωnbn,2 ωnbn,1 0
 (5.28)
The rotation vector is obtained from the gyros measurements ωbib as
ωnbn = ω
n
in−Rnbωbib (5.29)
where
ωnin = ω
n
en+ω
n
ie (5.30)
ωnen =
[ veast
Rn+h
− vnorthRm+h −
veast
Rn+h
tan(φ)
]T
(5.31)
ωnie =
[
Ω cos(φ) 0 −Ω sin(φ) ]T (5.32)
Where Ω = 7.292115e−5 rad/s is the Earths turn rate. Time evolution (solution) of (5.27) with
(5.29) can be performed in several ways
• Integration of 6 DCM elements and computation of the other 3.
• Integration of 4 Quaternions.
• Integration of (5.27) directly
All techniques require initialization. In this thesis, third method will be used.
5.3 Perturbation Equations and Errors
The nonlinear navigation equations are now linearized to obtain linear error models. The error
system provides a useful way to study INS error propagation using linear methods and as the basis
for designing Kalman filters to implement the various aiding techniques.
We need an error model in order to determine how the computed velocity, position and attitude
deviate from true values. These deviations are mainly due to Accelerometers and Gyros errors,
and Initial condition errors. Linearization is performed as perturbation on velocity, position and
attitude.
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5.3.1 Velocity equations
Computed velocity will be assumed as the sum of the true value plus an error
v˜ = v+δv (5.33)
˙˜v = v˙+δv˙ (5.34)
The true value of velocity satisfies velocity equation (5.22)
v˙n = Rnb s
b− (ωnen+2ωnie)×vn+gn (5.35)
Also the computed value of velocity satisfies that equation. Lets rewrite Equation (5.22) in terms
of perturbed values
˙˜vn = R˜nb s˜
b− (ω˜nen+2 ω˜nie)× v˜n+ g˜n (5.36)
where
s˜b = sb+δsb (5.37)
ω˜nen = ω
n
en+δω
n
en (5.38)
ω˜nie = ω
n
ie+δω
n
ie (5.39)
g˜n = gn+δgn (5.40)
The computed navigation frame is related to the true navigation frame by small rotations δα, δβ
and δγ as
R˜nb = (I3−Ψ)Rnb (5.41)
where Ψ is the skew symmetric matrix of
[
δα δβ δγ
]
. To get the differential relation for the
error term δv˙ subtract Equation (5.35) from (5.36).
δv˙n = ˙˜vn− v˙n
= (I3−Ψ)Rnb (sb+δsb)+
− [(ωnen+δωnen)+2 (ωnie+δωnie)]× (vn+δvn)+
+gn+δgn−Rnb sb+(ωnen+2ωnie)×vn−gn (5.42)
After doing the expression and ignoring the product of two error terms we get
δv˙n = Rnb δs
b−ΨRnb sb− (ωnen+2ωnie)×δvn+
−(δωnen+2 δωnie)×vn+gn (5.43)
where δsb is the error in accelerometers measurement.
Derivation of δωnen and δωnie is essential to solve Equation (5.43). Recalling Equations (5.31)-
(5.32) and assuming
φ˜ = φ+δφ (5.44)
h˜ = h+δh (5.45)
v˜east = veast +δveast (5.46)
v˜north = vnorth+δvnorth (5.47)
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and recalling the notion of variation for function of multiple variables
z = f (x,y)
δz =
∂z
∂x
δx+
∂z
∂y
δy
We get
δωnen =

1
Rn+h
δveast − veast(Rn+h)2 δh
− 1Rm+h δvnorth+
vnorth
(Rm+h)2
δh
− tan(φ)Rn+h δveast +
tan(φ) veast
(Rn+h)2
δh− veast(Rn+h) cos2(φ) δφ
 (5.48)
δωnie =
 −Ω sin(φ)δφ0
−Ω cos(φ)δφ
 (5.49)
5.3.2 Position equations
Position error propagation follows straightforward from what shown before. Recalling Equations
(5.24)-(5.26) we can write
δφ˙ =
1
Rm+h
δvnorth− vnorth(Rm+h)2 δh (5.50)
δλ˙ =
1
(Rn+h) cos(φ)
δveast +
veast tan(φ)
(Rn+h) cos(φ)
δφ+
− veast
(Rn+h)2 cos(φ)
δh (5.51)
δh˙ =−δvdown (5.52)
5.3.3 Attitude equations
For attitude error propagation recall Equation (5.41)
R˜nb = (I3−Ψ)Rnb
We want to find how δα, δβ and δγ angles propagate with time.
Ψ= I3− R˜nb Rn Tb (5.53)
Ψ˙=− ˙˜Rnb Rn Tb − R˜nb R˙n Tb (5.54)
We have shown before, Equations (4.16) and (5.27), that
R˙nb =−Ωnbn Rnb = RnbΩbnb
It’s easy to show that
Ωbnb =Ω
b
ib−Ωbin (5.55)
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and, form Equation (4.18), that
Ωbin = R
n T
b Ω
n
in R
n
b (5.56)
Combining the three previous equations yields
R˙nb = R
n
bΩ
b
ib−Ωnin Rnb (5.57)
The same relation is valid for the perturbed DCM
˙˜Rnb = R˜
n
b Ω˜
b
ib− Ω˜nin R˜nb (5.58)
Where Ω˜bib is the measured body rate and Ω˜
n
in is the computed navigation rate. Substituting in for
R˙nb and ˙˜Rnb in Equation (5.54), we get
Ψ˙ = −R˜nb Ω˜bib Rn Tb + Ω˜nin R˜nb Rn Tb + R˜nbΩbib Rn Tb − R˜nb Rn Tb Ω˜nin
= −R˜nb (Ω˜bib−Ωbib)Rn Tb + Ω˜nin R˜nb Rn Tb − R˜nb Rn Tb Ω˜nin (5.59)
Substituting for R˜nb from Equation (5.41) gives
Ψ˙ = −(I3−Ψ)Rnb (Ω˜bib−Ωbib)Rn Tb +
+Ω˜nin (I3−Ψ)Rnb Rn Tb − (I3−Ψ)Rnb Rn Tb Ω˜nin (5.60)
writing δΩnin = Ω˜
n
in−Ωnin and δΩbib = Ω˜bib−Ωbib and ignoring error output product terms, we have
Ψ˙≈ΨΩnin−ΩninΨ+δΩnin−Rnb δΩbib Rn Tb (5.61)
It can be shown from an element by element comparison that the above equation may be expressed
in vector form as
ψ˙ ≈−ωnin×ψ+δωnin−Rnb δωbib (5.62)
whereψ=
[
δα δβ δγ
]
is the misalignment vector and δωbib is the error in gyros measurement.
5.3.4 Perturbations model
So far the equations describing how the errors in velocity, position and attitude are related to
measurement errors have been derived.
Using the knowledge about how the accelerometer and gyro errors develops with time a model
for the navigation error dynamics can be found. There are several approaches for how the measure-
ment errors can be modeled, see [6]. Here the measurement errors are modeled as a random level
and white Gaussian noise, describing the bias and the measurement noise, respectively. Assuming
that the IMU sensors are the only noise sources in the system, the noise enters the system equations
only through the attitude and velocity state, that is Equation (5.43) and Equation (5.62).
A convenient way to describe a dynamic model is to write it in terms of a state space model.
Rearranging equations and defining the error state vector δx(t) and the measurement error vector
δu(t) as
δx(t) =
[
ψT (t) vn T (t) δφ(t) δλ(t) δh(t)
]T (5.63)
δu(t) =
[
δωbib(t)
δsb(t)
]
=
[
ωbib,bias(t)+ugyro(t)
sbbias(t)+uacc(t)
]
= ubias(t)+uwgn(t) (5.64)
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where ugyro(t) denotes the gyros white Gaussian measurement noise and uacc(t) the accelerometers
white Gaussian measurement noise, respectively. Neglecting gravity errors, the navigation error
state model becomes
δx˙(t) = F(t)δx(t)+G(t)δu(t) (5.65)
where F(t) and G(t) are 9× 9 and 9× 6 matrices, respectively. Their complete description is in
Appendix B.
Assuming biases as constant values, it is possible to include them into state vector by rewriting
Equation (5.63)
δxbias(t) =
[
ψT (t) vn T (t) δφ(t) δλ(t) δh(t) ωbib,bias(t) s
b
bias(t)
]T
(5.66)
The navigation error state model can be rewritten as
δx˙bias(t) = Fbias(t)δxbias(t)+Gbias(t)uwgn(t) (5.67)
where Fbias(t) is the 15×15 matrix
Fbias(t) =
[
F(t) G(t)
06×9 06×6
]
(5.68)
and Gbias(t) is of size 15×6
Gbias(t) =
[
G(t)
06×6
]
(5.69)
Generic IMU platforms house three separate accelerometers and gyros, therefore the sensors
noises are assumed uncorrelated. However, the accelerometers and the gyros respectively are of
the same model and thus assumed to have the same noise characteristics. Let σ2gyro and σ2gyro denote
the variance of the accelerometer and gyro noise, respectively. Then the covariance matrix, Q(t)
of the gaussian measurement noise uwgn(t) is defined as
E{uwgn(t)uTwgn(τ)} =
[
σ2gyro I3 03×3
03×3 σ2acc I3
]
δ(t− τ)
, Q(τ− t) (5.70)
where δ(t) is the Kronecker delta.
So far the continuous-time versions of the n-frame navigation equations have been derived.
Through mechanization of the navigation equations a linear state space model was found, describ-
ing how the errors in position, velocity, attitude and biases are related. Next the continuous-time
n-frame navigation equations and the model for the error dynamics will be discretized, making
them suitable for implementation in the considered GPS aided inertial navigation system.
5.4 Discretization
In this section the derived navigation equations and error dynamics are sampled, making them suit-
able for a discrete implementation. First the zero-order-hold sampling of the navigation equations
are described. Next the model of the navigation error dynamics is discretized.
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5.4.1 Discrete time navigation equations
Velocity and position equations can be numerically integrated using forward Euler integration with
sample time ∆t
vn(K+1)∆t = v
n
K ∆t + v˙
n
K ∆t ∆t (5.71) φ(K+1)∆tλ(K+1)∆t
h(K+1)∆t
=
 φK ∆tλK ∆t
hK ∆t
+
 φ˙K ∆tλ˙K ∆t
h˙K ∆t
 ∆t (5.72)
A numerical algorithm solution to the DCM differential Equation (5.27) can be obtained con-
sidering the following problem, [17]. The matrix differential equation of order n
X˙(t) = A(t)X(t) (5.73)
has solution
X(t) =Φ(t, t0)X(t0) (5.74)
where the state transition matrix can be expressed in terms of the matrix exponential
Φ(t, t0) = e
∫ t
t0
A(t)dt
≈ eA0 ∆t
≈
(
In+A0 ∆t +A02
∆t2
2!
+A03
∆t3
3!
+A04
∆t4
4!
)
(5.75)
for small ∆t = t− t0 and A0 = A(t0) constant. Recalling the DCM differential Equation (5.27)
R˙nb =−Ωnbn Rnb
The skew symmetric rotation matrix Ωnbn corresponds to the matrix A above. Then, the product
−Ωnbn ∆t is written as
−Ωnbn ∆t =
 0 ∆θ3 −∆θ2−∆θ3 0 ∆θ1
∆θ2 −∆θ1 0
 (5.76)
Show that, up to the fourth order term, the approximation to the matrix exponential can be ex-
pressed as
e−Ω
n
bn ∆t ≈
 1−b (∆θ22+∆θ23) a ∆θ3+b ∆θ1 ∆θ2 −a ∆θ2+b ∆θ1 ∆θ3−a ∆θ3+b ∆θ1 ∆θ2 1−b (∆θ21+∆θ23) a ∆θ1+b ∆θ2 ∆θ3
a ∆θ2+b ∆θ1 ∆θ3 −a ∆θ1+b ∆θ2 ∆θ3 1−b (∆θ21+∆θ22)
 (5.77)
where
a = 1− ∑
3
i=1 ∆θ2i
6
(5.78)
and
b =
1
2
− ∑
3
i=1 ∆θ2i
24
(5.79)
Once initialized, the DCM is integrated between time steps using the expression
R˙nb,(K+1)∆t = e
−Ωnbn,K ∆t ∆t Rnb,K ∆t (5.80)
where ∆t is the integration step. Equations (5.71), (5.72)and (5.80) are the discrete n-frame navi-
gation equations implemented in this thesis.
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5.4.2 Discrete time error equations
In the state space model for the n-frame navigation dynamics, Equation (5.67), both Fbias(t) and
Gbias(t) are time varying. If the sample rate is chosen high compared to the rate of change in
Fbias(t) and Gbias(t), they may be approximated as the constant matrices between the samples.
The discrete state space model for the error dynamics becomes
δx˙bias,(K+1)∆t =ΨK ∆t δxbias,K ∆t +uK ∆t (5.81)
where the state transition matrix is approximated as
ΨK ∆t =Φ((K+1)∆t,K ∆t) = eFbias,K ∆t ∆t (5.82)
Expanding the matrix exponential into a power series neglecting second and higher order terms
yields
ΨK ∆t ≈ I15+Fbias,K ∆t ∆t (5.83)
The discrete-time process noise is
uK ∆t =
∫ (K+1)∆t
K ∆t
Φ((K+1)∆t,r)Gbias(r)uwgn(r)dr (5.84)
Since uK ∆t is a linear combination of Gaussian noise, it is Gaussian distributed and described by
its first and second order moments. The mean of uK ∆t is zero, since uwgn(t) is assumed zero mean.
Applying the definition of covariance and assuming ∆t small, the covariance of the discrete-time
noise QK ∆t can be approximated as
QK ∆t ≈ Gbias(K ∆t)Q(K ∆t)GTbias(K ∆t)∆t
= diag(σ2gyro I3,σ
2
acc I3,03×3,06×6) (5.85)
where diag(·) denotes a block diagonal matrix. The last equality is a result of orthonormality
property of the rotation matrix Rnb and that Q(t) is a diagonal matrix.
The definition of the state observation equation is straightforward since the GPS position esti-
mates are used. Let δy be the difference between the GPS and INS position estimates and wK ∆t
the error in GPS estimates. Then the observation equation can be written as
δyK ∆t = HK ∆t δxbias,K ∆t +wK ∆t (5.86)
with the state observation matrix, HK ∆t of size 3×15 defined as
HK ∆t =
[
03×3 I3 03×9
]
(5.87)
If also GPS velocities estimates are taken into account, the previous state observation matrix be-
comes of size 6×15 and defined as
HK ∆t =
[
06×3 I6 06×9
]
(5.88)
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Chapter 6
Integration of GPS and INS
In this Chapter a method for combining GPS and INS data is derived. The proposed method utilizes
the complimentary properties of the two systems and combine them, resulting in a navigation
system with both higher update rate and accuracy than the stand alone GPS-receiver. Further, the
integrated navigation system will be able to provide the user with position estimates even in the
absences of satellite signals. In the proposed method the INS acts as the major navigation system
and the position estimates from the GPS is used to estimate the errors in the INS. The integration
method is referred to as a GPS aided INS.
When GPS-data is available the system compares the position estimate from the GPS-receiver
with the position calculated by the INS. The estimated position errors are fed to a Kalman fil-
ter housing the error model for the n-frame navigation error dynamics derived in Chapter 5. A
derivation of the general Kalman filter equations can be found in Appendix C. The filter estimates
the navigation system errors, which are used to calibrate the INS. The system is shown in Figure
1.2. The described system is actually an indirect extended Kalman filter, where the navigation
equations are linearized around the output of the INS.
6.1 The Extended Kalman Filter
The discrete non-linear navigation Equations (5.71), (5.72) and (5.80) can be written as
zK+1 = c(zK,aK)+u
′
K (6.1)
where zK is the navigation system outputs: Euler angles ψK defining the rotation matrix Rnb, ve-
locity and position, that is the 9-element vector
zK =
[
ψTK vn TK φK λK hK
]T (6.2)
Further, the 4-element vector aK contains the inputs to navigation system, accelerations and angular
rates, that is
aK =
[
sb TK ω
b T
ib,K
]T
(6.3)
The vector u′K is the noise in measurements of the navigation input. Linearization of the navigation
Equations (6.1) are first done around a known nominal trajectory, resulting in a linear model for
the perturbations away from the true trajectory. To the linear error equations the standard Kalman
filter is applied. Then substituting the nominal trajectory with that of the INS estimated trajectory
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results in an extended Kalman filter. Consider the true state vector zK and the measured input a˜K
to the system written as
zK = znomK +δzK (6.4)
a˜K = anomK +δaK (6.5)
where znomK and a
nom
K are the nominal trajectory and input. The quantity, δzK is the perturbation
away from the true trajectory and δaK the bias of the measurements. Assuming δzK and δaK are
small and applying a first order Taylor series expansion to c(z,a), Equation (6.1) can be approxi-
mated as
znomK+1+δzK+1 ≈ c(znomK ,anomK )
+ C1,K δzK +C2,K δaK +u
′
K (6.6)
where
C1,K =
∂c(z,a)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=znomK
(6.7)
and
C2,K =
∂c(z,a)
∂a
∣∣∣∣
a=anomK
(6.8)
The Jacobians’ of c(c,a) are updated with nominal trajectory and input for each sample. Choosing
znomK and a
nom
K to fulfill the deterministic differential equation
znomK+1 = c(z
nom
K ,a
nom
K ) (6.9)
and substituting this into Equation (6.6) results in a linear model for the error δzK , that is
δzK+1 = C1,K δzK +C2,K δaK +u
′
K (6.10)
Noting that δxbias,K =
[
δzTK δaTK
]T it becomes clear that C1,K and C1,K corresponds to the upper
part of the navigation error state transition matrix ΨK . The lower 6× 6 block matrix of ΨK is a
description of how the IMU biases δaK develop with time. Since this is a linear model the standard
Kalman filter equations can be applied to estimate δxK [15]. The Kalman filter equations read[
δzˆ−K+1
δaˆ−K+1
]
= ΨK
[
δzˆK
δaˆK
]
(6.11)
[
δzˆK
δaˆK
]
=
[
δzˆ−K
δaˆ−K
]
+K f ,k
[
yK−HK
([
znomK
anomK
]
−
[
δzˆ−K
δaˆ−K
])]
(6.12)
K f ,k = P−K H
T
K
(
HK P−K H
T
K +RK
)−1
(6.13)
PK =
(
I−K f ,k HK
)
P−K (6.14)
P−K+1 = ΨK PK Ψ
T
K +QK (6.15)
Here δaˆK denotes the estimated biases in the measurements, et cetera. Variables with a minus
sign, (·)− are predicted values. The matrix RK is the covariance matrix of the error wK in the GPS
position estimates, yK .
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Now adding znomK to both sides of Equation (6.11) and substituting z
nom
K with current estimate in
all equations results in an extended Kalman filter, where the time and filter update for the estimates
are given below
zˆ−K+1 = c(zˆK, aˆK) (6.16)
δaˆ−K+1 = [ΨK]10:15,10:15 δaˆ
−
K (6.17)[
δzˆK
δaˆK
]
=
[
δzˆ−K
δaˆ−K
]
+K f ,k
(
yK−HK
[
zˆ−K
06×1
])
(6.18)
The solution to (6.16) is provided by the INS, since this corresponds to the navigation equations.
The vector aˆK is the estimate of the true IMU-signal obtained by subtracting the estimated bias
from the measured IMU signal. The only problem is the time update of navigation state errors
δzˆK . If the estimated navigation error states are fed back to the INS for correction of the INS
internal stages, the corresponding error states can be set to zero [14]. Hence, δzˆ−K . The final
algorithm for the integration is given in Table 6.1
No GPS data available. (K 6= r,2r,3r, ...)
aˆ−K = a˜K +δaˆ
−
K
zˆ−K+1 = c(zˆ
−
K , aˆ
−
K )
δaˆ−K+1 = [ΨK]10:15,10:15 δaˆ
−
K
P−K+1 = ΨK P
−
K Ψ
T
K +QK
GPS data available. (K = r,2r,3r, ...)
K f ,k = P−K H
T
K
(
HK P−K H
T
K +RK
)−1[
δzˆK
δaˆK
]
=
[
09×1
δaˆ−K
]
+K f ,k
(
yK−HK
[
zˆ−K
06×1
])
zˆK = zˆ−K +δzˆK
aˆK = a˜K +δaˆK
PK =
(
I−K f ,k HK
)
P−K
zˆ−K+1 = c(zˆK, aˆK)
δaˆ−K+1 = [ΨK]10:15,10:15 δaˆK
P−K+1 = ΨK PK Ψ
T
K +QK
Table 6.1: The algorithm for integration between GPS and INS data, with a ratio between the
sample rates equal to r times.
6.2 Filter Tuning
The accuracy and behavior of a Kalman filter relies on the values placed in the different covariance
matrices. The process of finding those values that lead to an optimal result is called tuning. It is
a delicate adjustment of particularly the Q and R matrices whose influences are described in the
next paragraphs.
The system noise or state covariance matrix Q provides the statistical description of the error
model. A large value in Q indicates increased parameter uncertainty and results in noisy estimates.
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During the prediction, the uncertainty in the IMU data will grow. A GPS position estimate will
then correct the INS more, independent of its accuracy. In other words, a large value in Q will
cause the INS to closely follow the GPS position estimates. This in turn, will lead to an inaccurate
trajectory if the GPS estimates are noisy. To prevent this, a small value could be chosen that will
lead to smooth, but biased estimates.
How well the measurement noise is modeled, is determined by the measurement noise covari-
ance matrix R. Imperfect modeling of the noise of the measurement observables, i.e. ignoring the
fact that the noise has non-white properties, leads to a bad estimation quality. Unfortunately, the
GPS receiver that is used for this work outputs already filtered data, which means that the noise is
not white anymore. Currently, this fact is disregarded.
Choosing a large value for R reflects inaccurate and noisy measurements and might not correct
the INS sufficiently. Otherwise, a small value implies an accurate measurement and will cause the
system to rely more on the measured data than on the model.
The velocity terms are reflected in both the position and attitude evaluations [21]. Therefore,
the less uncertainty in the velocity terms, the higher the dampening on the attitude errors. If the
attitude is affected by large uncertainties, it will cause oscillatory corrections in the attitude.
Finally, the error covariance matrix P is predicted and updated according to Equations (6.14)
and (6.15). However, the initial values have to be preset. This a priori information in P0 is not
uncritical. Even though P0 does not affect the Kalman filter transient duration and steady state
conditions, it yields a different magnitude transient characteristic. It should also be noted that
strongly observed states converge first (e.g. the position), whereas weakly observed states (e.g.
sensor biases) take more time to converge. As long as not all the states have converged, the esti-
mation obviously leads to poor results. Therefore, a good choice of the initial values is important.
6.3 Calibration
For the accuracy and convergence time of an INS, it is of great advantage to calibrate the inertial
sensors. However, low-cost sensors such as the ones used for this project, can have different biases
and scale factors after every switch-on. Furthermore, the biases and scale factors can change during
the calibration process and certainly do with a change in temperature. This limits the impact of
an extensive lab calibration. As a complement, field calibration methods should be employed to
increase the accuracy.
To asses the problem of the bias, we first consider the acceleration on the x− axis. To the
measured force fx we only add a small bias bax and assume the gyro measurements to be error-
free. By integrating ax = fx + bax twice with respect to time, we notice that the position error
increases proportional to the square of time. Now, suppose that the acceleration measured on the
x−axis fx is error-free, there is no noise but a small and constant bias bωz in the z−axis gyro and
no angular rotation is performed. The resulting acceleration error for the x−axis will be
ax = fx sin(bωz t) (6.19)
Assuming a small angle increment (i.e. high update rate), we can simplify the above equation and
do the integration to get the position:
ax = fx bωz t (6.20)
vx =
1
2
fx bωz t
2 (6.21)
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rx =
1
6
fx bωz t
3 (6.22)
Hence, a bias in the gyro measurement causes a position error which grows with the cube of time.
Furthermore, a noise term will lead to a random walk due to the integration. Therefore it is crucial
for the system accuracy that the gyro biases are known and can be compensated and that the noise
is modeled correctly.
A relatively simple method to calibrate the accelerometer and gyro parameters is presented in
[20] and summarized bellow.
6.3.1 Accelerometers
First, an error model for the inertial sensors is defined. The errors with the most influence are iden-
tified as misalignment, scale factor, and bias. The misalignment originates from the nonorthogo-
nality of the hardware construction. Without precise instruments and tools, it is almost impossible
to mount the sensors so that their axes are perfectly orthogonal. If the misalignment angles are
small, a transformation matrix as in Equation (6.23) can be used to correct the sensor data [3]. The
angles αi j denote the rotation of the i-th accelerometer axis around the j-th platform axis.
Tpa =
 1 −αyz αzyαxz 1 −αxz
−αxy αxy 1
 (6.23)
Here, the subscript a and superscript p indicate a transformation from the accelerometer to the
platform frame. Further, the scale factors can be defined as Ka = diag(kxa,kya,kza), and the biases
as ba = [bxa,bya,bza]T . Using these parameters, the error model for the measured output of a
sensor cluster can be written as
f˜a = Ka (Tpa)
−1 fb+ba+va (6.24)
with additional measurement noise va.
If the IMU is stationary, the gravity gpstat is the only force sensed by the accelerometers. Its
value can be assumed constant and approximately calculated e.g. with the Earth modelWGS-84,
see Appendix A. With a nonlinear numerical least squares search over the cost function
{Tˆpa ,Kˆa, bˆa}= arg min
Tpa ,Ka,ba
(
N−1
∑
n=0
(‖gpstat‖2−‖Tpa K−1a (f˜astat,n−ba)‖2)2
)
(6.25)
the calibration parameters can be found. Note that the search is performed in the proximity of the
approximately known gravity. Since the norm of the vectors is used, this method does not require
a precise mechanic platform. In a two-step procedure, first f˜astat for nine different orientations is
measured (totally N samples) and then the parameters are estimated using the described algorithm.
6.3.2 Gyros
The same calibration algorithm as described in Section 6.3.1 can be applied for the calibration of
the gyros. However, a constant rotating platform is needed. This rotation velocity will correspond
to the gravity force.
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6.4 Field Calibration
This section will propose a method to increase the precision of the estimated position from the
GPS aided INS.
As mentioned in Section 6.3, biases and scale factors from low-cost IMUs can change from one
switch-on to the next. In other words, a lab calibration will not accurately reflect the parameters that
will be present during a field run. Therefore, it may be appropriate to develop a field calibration
for those parameters. Since a strap-down IMU can not easily be rotated, it will constrain the
number of calibration parameters that can be obtained. Modeling and including more error states
in the extended Kalman filter could provide a better accuracy in terms of the position and attitude
estimation. However, care has to be taken with respect to the observability so that the system will
not have unobservable states. This might imply the incorporation of more measurement sensors
such as tilt or velocity sensors. The performance of the alignment in context of the trajectory is
analyzed in [23] where the same 15 states are used as in this project. This could be used as a base
for an in-motion alignment.
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Chapter 7
Simulation Results
In this chapter simulation results of the proposed algorithm for integration between GPS and INS
data will be presented for two filtering structures: GPS Position and GPS Position and Velocity
aiding.
GPS Position aiding structure takes into account only the three position data measurement from
GPS device, namely Latitude, Longitude and Height.
GPS Position and Veloity aiding structure takes into account both the position and velocity
data measurement from GPS device, namely Latitude, Longitude, Height, Vnorth, Veast and Vdown.
This second technique produces better results in terms of accuracy on estimates, but needs a higher
amount of computational resources.
To evaluate the integration algorithm a Monte Carlo simulation has been applied to simulation
data corresponding to a typical flying scenario. The Monte Carlo simulation consists of twenty
different GPS and IMU sensors noise realizations generated under the same conditions. To the
different data realizations the integration algorithm has been applied and the outputs have been
averaged. The flying scenario and the simulation results are shown and discussed below.
7.1 Flying Scenario
The flying scenario is illustrated in Figures 7.1(a) and 7.1(b). The UAV flies on a slow height-
increasing path consisting of two straight parts connected by one constant radius left turning arc.
In Figures 7.1(a) and 7.1(b), the dashed trajectory is the position estimate generated by the GPS
aided INS for one typical noise realization, i.e not a Monte Carlo simulation. The shown specks
are the GPS position estimates and the solid line is the true trajectory. The estimate in Figure 7.1(b)
uses both GPS position and velocity measurements.
Not surprisingly, both GPS aided systems clearly outperform the stand alone GPS-system.
7.2 Simulation Parameters
The single corrupted sensor data (i.e. accelerometer and gyro) is obtained from the nominal one
using the following expression
scorrupted = snominal + sbias+ snoise StD · randn (7.1)
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Figure 7.1: Estimated and true trajectory of a typical flying sequence.
where sbias is the sensor bias, snoise StD is the sensor noise Standard Deviation and randn is a
normally distributed random number.
Biases on the three accelerometers and the three gyros are assumed as 0.01 ms2 and 10
deg
hour ,
respectively.
Noise Standard Deviation is assumed having the following characterization
snoise StD = snoise PSD ·√sBw (7.2)
where snoise PSD is the sensor noise Power Spectrum Density and sBw is the sensor noise Bandwidth.
Noise on accelerometers is assumed having a Power Spectrum Density of 50 ·1e−6 g m
s2
√
Hz
and
a Bandwidth of 200 Hz.
Noise on gyros is assumed having a Power Spectrum Density of 0.07 deg√
hour
and a Bandwidth
of 200 Hz.
GPS measurement data are obtained from nominal position and velocity values adding a nor-
mally distributed noise with given standard deviation.
A ratio of 50 times is used between the INS and GPS sample ratio.
7.3 Biases Estimation
In Figure 7.2(a) the averaged errors in the estimated accelerometer biases are shown for the GPS
position measurement aiding. Since the UAV raises along z-axis, bias estimate for this axis’ ac-
celerometer converge faster than that for x-axis and y-axis. For these estimates to begin converging
it’s necessary to wait until the UAV starts moving in circle; it happens at second 200 of the simu-
lation.
In Figure 7.2(b) the averaged errors in the estimated accelerometer biases are shown for the
GPS position and velocity measurement aiding. Whith this filtering structure the bias estimates
look smoother and their convergence to true values is slightly faster. It’s still possible to notice
how faster is z-axis estimate convergence with respect to that of x- and y-axis.
In Figure 7.3(a) the averaged errors in the estimated gyro biases are shown for the GPS position
measurement aiding. For these sensor bias estimates it’s possible to notice a fast x- and y-axis
convergence, while z-axis bias estimate results much slower.
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Figure 7.2: Average errors in accelerometers bias estimates.
In Figure 7.3(b) the averaged errors in the estimated gyro biases are shown for the GPS posi-
tion and velocity measurement aiding. As for accelerometer bias estimates, this filtering structure
produces smoother results which converge to true value slightly faster.
It can be seen that, for both structures, z-axis bias estimate improves when the UAV starts turn-
ing, at second 200 of simulation, and when the UAV ends turning, at second 400 of the simulation.
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Figure 7.3: Average errors in gyros bias estimates.
7.4 Navigation State Estimates
In this section Attitude, Velocity and Position estimates errors are presented for both filtering
structure, position and position-velocity aiding.
Attitude is represented as the three Euler angles describing the body- to n-frame rotation matrix
Rnb. Time evolution of estimation errors is shown in Figure 7.4. It can be seen that Roll and Pitch
estimates converge faster than Yaw estimate. A possible explanation is in initial conditions; Roll
and Pitch initial guesses differ from true values of 0.1◦ each, while Yaw estimate diverge from
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true value of 2◦. That evidences the strong dependence of estimates from initial conditions. It’s
important to notice how Yaw estimate improve after the UAV starts turning, at second 200 of
simulation and when the UAV ends turning, at second 400 of the simulation. Once again the GPS
position and velocity aiding structure gives better results in terms of smoothness and speed of
convergence.
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Figure 7.4: Average errors in Euler angle estimates.
The average estimation errors of velocity, namely Vnorth, Veast and Vdown, are shown in Figures
7.5, 7.6 and 7.7, respectively. It can be easily seen how better are the estimates obtained using
velocity information from GPS.
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Figure 7.5: Average errors in Vnorth estimates.
The average estimation errors of position, namely Latitude, Longitude and Height, are shown
in Figures 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10, respectively. The GPS position and velocity aiding structure produces
once again better results in terms of smoothness and speed of convergence.
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(b) GPS position and velocity aiding
Figure 7.6: Average errors in Veast estimates.
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(b) GPS position and velocity aiding
Figure 7.7: Average errors in Vdown estimates.
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Figure 7.8: Average errors in latitude estimates.
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Figure 7.9: Average errors in longitude estimates.
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Figure 7.10: Average errors in height estimates.
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Chapter 8
Hardware
This chapter includes a short description of the hardware used for the tests on the GPS aided inertial
navigation system described in the previous chapters.
The tests were carried out at the Electrical Systems and Automation Department, faculty of
Engineering, at Pisa University.
In Figure 8.1 a simple block diagram of the navigation architecture implemented is shown.
The hardware consist of five distinguishable parts: a GPS Satellites System, an Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV), a set of Sensors, a Mass Storage Device and a Navigation Computer.
The Sensors block houses the IMU and GPS receiver. It is responsible for data acquisition and
saving of measured quantities onto the mass storage device. The Navigation Computer houses the
Matlab implementation, see Appendix D, of the Extended Kalman Filter presented in Chapter 6
and produces the filtered navigation outputs.
Next sections present a description of the UAV and Sensors used during the test. GPS Satellite
System was described in Chapter 3, the Mass Storage Device and the Navigation Computer are
commercial products.
8.1 UAV
The UAV used during the tests is the Hangar 9 Xtra Easy II model produced by Horizon Hobby,
[12]. It’s a commercial model used in acrobatic and training applications, see Figure 8.2. Its
specifications are presented in Table 8.1,[22].
8.2 Sensors
The Sensors block in Figure 8.1 is responsible for inertial and GPS data acquisition and storage
onto the Mass Storage Device. A commercial navigation unit, the Crossbow MNAV100CA, was
used. A detail of the unit is shown in Figure 8.3.
The MNAV100CA is a nine-axis measurement system that outputs acceleration, angular rates
and magnetic orientation. The MNAV100CA consists of the following subsystems:
• Inertial Sensor Array: This is an assembly of three accelerometers, three gyros (rate sensors)
with temperature sensors.
• Three axis magneto-resistive magnetometers that can be used to compute heading.
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Figure 8.1: Navigation block diagram
Figure 8.2: Horizon Hobby: Horizion 9 Xtra Easy II
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• A GPS receiver for position and velocity measurement.
• A static pressure sensor and a dynamic pressure sensor that can be used to compute the
altitude and airspeed.
• Servo Driving Circuit: The integrated circuit that can support up to 9 servos.
• The R/C Receiver PPM interface that can be used to read the PPM signal from the R/C
receiver.
• Data processing module, which receives the signals from all the sensors, GPS and PPM
interface, and transmits digital data via the serial link, and outputs standard servo signals.
In Figure 8.3 a block diagram of the unit is presented. For the purpose of this thesis it is important
to highlight the presence of the Inertial and GPS parts.
The MNAV100CA analog sensor signals are sampled and converted to digital data at 100Hz.
The rate gyros and accelerometers data is filtered by five pole Bessel filters and all the sensors are
sampled by 16-bit A/D converters.
Figure 8.3: Crossbow Technology: Inertial System MicroNav
Figure 8.4: Crossbow Technology: Inertial System MicroNav - Block Diagram
The obtained raw data from the IMU containing the samples from then accelerometers and
gyros, but also GPS messages, are stored onto the Mass Storage device as a text file. That text file
is then off-line dequantized in order to obtain data suitable for GPS/INS integration.
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Hangar 9 Xtra Easy II
Power Class Glow (.40− .59)
Class Standard
Category Acrobatic, Trainer
Flying Skill Beginner-Intermediate
Build Type RTF
Dimensional Specifications
Wingspan 69.00 in
Wing Area 793.00 in2
Length 55.00 in
Weight 6.25 Lbs
Airfoil Not Specified
Standard controls
Min. Channels 4
Min. Servos 4
Controls Throttle, Elevator, Rudder, Aileron
Landing Gear
Standard Setup Tricycle
Gear options Steerable Nose/Tail Gear
Table 8.1: Horizon Hobby: Hangar 9 Xtra Easy II specifications.
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Chapter 9
Results and Analysis
The basic navigation algorithm for the GPS aided INS was simulated in Section 7 for both struc-
tures: GPS position and GPS Position and velocity aiding. This chapter describes the analysis and
results for the integrated system using real-world data from a field test using GPS Position and
Velocity aiding filtering structure.
9.1 Trajectory
The test flight took place at a flying field situated few kilometers north of Pisa. The hardware
described in Chapter 8 was used.
In Figures 9.1 and 9.2 the GPS position estimates of the proposed test flight are presented.
Figure 9.1 shows the Latitude-Longitude plane estimates, while Figure 9.2 shows the entire 3-D
trajectory; the ’x’ marker denotes the first sample, while the ’*’ marker denotes the last sample.
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Figure 9.1: GPS-receiver position estimates, Latitude-Longitude plane.
First, the UAV was kept stationary for about 13 seconds. After the take-off phase, it began
moving in circle for about 300 seconds, reaching the height of about 100 meters. Finally, it landed
after about 500 seconds. During that time, no GPS outages occurred.
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Figure 9.2: GPS-receiver position estimates, 3-D trajectory.
Due to the lack of appropriate equipment, it was not possible to log a ”reference” trajectory,
e.g. with DGPS. Therefore, an exact position error evaluation is not possible and no absolute
conclusions can be drawn as long as the ”true” trajectory is not available for comparison.
9.2 Data pre-processing
After dequantization, the biases, scaling factors, and misalignments had to be corrected. Since it
was not possible to apply algorithm described in 6.3.1 for accelerometers and gyros, the initial
guess on biases is assumed to be zero; the filter will estimate sensor biases. No scale factor errors
are assumed and misalignment matrix is assumed equal to I3, that means IMU perfectly aligned
with the UAV body-frame.
9.3 Experimental Results
This section will present the results obtained with the real-world data from the field test. The GPS
Position and Velocity aiding algorithm that was used in Chapter 7 is evaluated. IMU data are
sampled at 100Hz and GPS data are sampled at about 4Hz. Navigation equations are solved with
a rate of 100Hz.
9.3.1 GPS aided INS
Without appropriate tuning, it was not possible to obtain any results. The filter diverges relatively
easy if the covariances are not in a specific range.
Since no information about inertial sensors and GPS-receiver error characteristics were avail-
able, manual adjusting on Q, R and P0 matrices was made. The chosen matrices produced the
following results. In Figure 9.3, 9.4 and 9.5 comparisons between GPS estimates and filter es-
timates for Latitude, Longitude and Height, respectively, are presented. Latitude and Longitude
estimates converge quite fast to GPS-estimates, although errors in initial conditions; both took
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about 25 seconds. Height estimation is faster in terms of initial convergence, but shows errors
when a fast change in altitude is present, e.g. around second 420, see Figure 9.5 and, in detail,
Figure 9.6. A possible explanation for these errors is that the filter is an observer, so presents a
structural delay in its outputs, namely the navigation states. A fast variation in one of the observed
quantities could not be tracked properly by the filter. From the detail in Figure 9.6, the height
estimate took about 10 seconds to re-converge to the ”correct” value.
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Figure 9.3: Latitude estimate.
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Figure 9.4: Longitude estimate.
In Figures 9.7, 9.8 and 9.9 the Euler angle estimates, namely Roll, Pitch and Yaw, are shown.
It can be seen that Roll and Pitch estimates have a similar behavior. Both, in fact, slowly diverge
before the take-off and later, after the raising phase, around second 150, set around the value 0◦.
Before landing, around second 350, the UAV aligns and Roll and Pitch estimates act in that way.
After landing, Roll and Pitch estimates set around the value 0◦; that means that no errors in gyro
bias estimates were made.
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Figure 9.5: Height estimate.
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Figure 9.6: Height estimate between 410s and 440s.
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Figure 9.7: Roll angle estimate.
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Figure 9.8: Pitch angle estimate.
Yaw angle estimate presents a switching behavior between the values −180◦ and 180◦. That
is determined by the rotating nature of the trajectory made by the UAV. It can be seen, between
second 150 and second 380, that the UAV completes four clockwise circles, see Figure 9.10; the
’x’ mark represents position at second 150 and the ’*’ mark represents position at second 380.
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Figure 9.9: Yaw angle estimate.
In Figures 9.11 and 9.12 the accelerometer and gyro bias estimates are shown. It can be seen
that x-axis accelerometer bias estimate took about 150 seconds to converge. Y- and z- axis ac-
celerometer bias estimates are slower; both show a decreasing trend, but none of them converge to
a specific value before the end of the experiment.
X- and y-axis gyro bias estimates took more than 200 seconds to converge to a value. Z-axis
gyro bias estimate didn’t converge to a specific value before the end of the experiment. It’s impor-
tant to notice that all the three gyro bias estimates have very small magnitude and stop evolving
after the UAV had landed.
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Figure 9.10: Trajectory estimate in the Latitude-Longitode plane between 150s and 380s.
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Figure 9.11: Accelerometer bias estimates.
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Figure 9.12: Gyro bias estimates.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Further Work
In this thesis, a GPS aided INS was integrated using a commercial navigation unit, the Crossbow
MNAV100CA housing an IMU and a GPS receiver, and an extended Kalman filter.
First, a simulation part was carried out to check filter properties under two different filtering
conditions, then real flight data was used to test the algorithm.
10.1 Conclusions
From simulation results, the proposed algorithm for integration between GPS and INS data is sen-
sitive to its initial condition and tuning, since the extended Kalman filter linearizes the navigation
equations around the inertial navigation system outputs.
When properly initialized and tuned the GPS aided INS works well and clearly outperforms
the stand alone GPS-receiver. At a ratio of 50 times between the INS and GPS sample ratio the
integration reduces the error in the position estimates compared to the stand alone GPS-receiver.
Simulations show that the convergence rate of attitude errors, accelerometer and gyro bias
estimates depends not only on the tunable filter parameters, but also on the trajectory of the UAV.
For the attitude errors, accelerometer and gyro bias states to be observable the IMU platform must
rotate and therefore the beginning of a UAV path should contain turns to ensure fast convergence
of the filter.
Even though a very simplified model of the GPS receiver was used in the simulations, the
results indicate that the proposed integration method also can be applicable to real world data.
Results obtained applying the proposed integration algorithm to real flight data show that navi-
gation states, namely Orientation, Velocity, Position, Accelerometer and Gyro Biases can be rightly
observed and tracked, even though no particular calibration for the inertial sensors was made.
Physical limits in the filter avoid proper estimates in case of fast variation in the observed
quantities, especially in height estimate.
10.2 Further Work
Improvement in performances can be achieved by performing an initial calibration of inertial sen-
sors parameters (e.g. scale factors, biases, misalignments, et cetera) using one of the methods
proposed. Improvement can also be achieved by better tuning of Kalman filter matrices.
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The proposed GPS/INS integration algorithm will be used at Aerospace Engineering Depart-
ment at Middle East Technical University of Ankara, Turkey, for navigation applications of self-
constructed mini-UAV systems.
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Appendix A
Earth Model
A.1 Ellipsoid Geometry
With reference to [17], Earth shape model parameters are illustrated in Figure A.1, which shows
the elliptical cross section for the ellipsoid. The z-axis is aalong the rotation axis and β is a radial
distance in the x− y palne of the equator.
Figure A.1: Earth shape model geometry.
Several geometrical parameters used in definitions for earth shape models are illustrated in
Figure A.1. The following relationships for eccentricity ε, ellipticity e and flattering f define the
ellipsoid’s shape over the variables
ε =
(
1− r
2
p
r2e
) 1
2
(A.1)
e = 1− rp
re
(A.2)
f =
1
e
(A.3)
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A.2 Radii of Curvature
The Earth’s surface, as shown in Figure A.1 is described by the following equation
β2
r2e
+
z2
r2p
= 1 (A.4)
The local slope, as shown in Figure A.1, is found from the the differential of Equation (A.4).
2 β dβ
r2e
+
2 z dz
r2p
= 0 (A.5)
or
dz
db
=−β r
2
p
z r2e
(A.6)
From inspection of Figure A.1
dz
db
= tan
(pi
2
+φ
)
=− 1
tan(φ)
(A.7)
or
− 1
tan(φ)
=−β r
2
p
z r2e
(A.8)
From the definition in Equation (A.1)
r2p
r2e
=−(ε2−1) (A.9)
Then z
β
= (1− ε2) tan(φ) (A.10)
Again, by inspection
z
β
= tan(φc) (A.11)
Equating Equations (A.10) and (A.11), the following equation for geocentric latitude is obtained
in terms of the eccentricity and geodetic latitude:
tan(φc) = (1− ε2) tan(φ) (A.12)
From Equation (A.4)
β2 = r2e
(
1− z
2
r2p
)
(A.13)
Combining this equation with Equation (A.10) yields
β =
re cos(φ)[
1− ε2 sin2(φ)] 12 (A.14)
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And z can be obtained by substituting Equation (A.14) into Equation (A.10)
z =
re (1− ε2) sin(φ)[
1− ε2 sin2(φ)] 12 (A.15)
The radii of curvature along lines of constant longitude and latitude are defined Rmeridian and
Rnormal respectively.
From calculus, the radius of curvature of an arc of constant longitude is given by
Rmeridian =
[
1+
(
dz
dβ
)2] 32
± d2zdβ2
(A.16)
Evaluating the second derivative from Equation (A.6)
d2z
dβ2
=− r
4
p
r2e z3
(A.17)
Substituting this result with Equations (A.6) and (A.9) into Equation (A.16) yields
Rmeridian =
[
z2+(1− ε2)2 β2] 32
r2p (1− ε2)
(A.18)
After substituting the expressions for β in (A.14) and z in (A.15), this radius of curvature becomes
Rmeridian =
re (1− ε2)[
1− ε2 sin2(φ)] 32 (A.19)
The radius at the ellipsoid surface along constant latitudes is β. The radius of curvature normal
to the ellipsoid surface at the point of tangency at a given latitude is given as
Rnormal =
β
cos(φ)
(A.20)
Form Equation (A.14), this radius of curvature becomes
Rnormal =
re[
1− ε2 sin2(φ)] 12 (A.21)
Constants for several reference ellipsoid models are presented in Table A.1. The number of
different models reflects the changing knowledge and different applications. Table A.2 lists several
defining constants and resulting derived constants, specifically for the WGS-84 model.
A.3 Ellipsoid Gravity
A.3.1 Gravitation
Gravitation (the mutual mass attraction between two bodies) in Earth-centered inertial (ECI) coor-
dinates is found as
Gx =− µR2
{
1+
3
2
J2
(re
R
)2 [
1−5
( z
R
)2]} x
R
+ · · · (A.22)
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Gy =− µR2
{
1+
3
2
J2
(re
R
)2 [
1−5
( z
R
)2]} y
R
+ · · · (A.23)
Gz =− µR2
{
1+
3
2
J2
(re
R
)2 [
3−5
( z
R
)2]} z
R
+ · · · (A.24)
where the radial position to the location in ECI coordinates is
R =
√
x2+ y2+ z2 (A.25)
These quantities are approximate with only the first two terms, µ and J2 included. The J2 term is
the first nonspherical model term included in the gravitational model, and its contribution to the
model is to include effects due to the Earth’s oblateness.
A.3.2 Gravity
Gravity is the acceleration on a rotating Earth. The gravitation acceleration model above is refer-
enced to an inertial frame. This acceleration is adjusted to account for the centripetal acceleration
due to Earth’s rotation. Including this acceleration, the gravity vector is
g = G−Ωie Ωie r (A.26)
The magnitude of gravity at the surface of the WGS-84 ellipsoid can be expressed in the fol-
lowing form
g = gWGS0
[
1+gWGS1 sin
2(φ)
]
[1− ε2 sin2(φ)] 12
(A.27)
This simple mathematical form to describe gravity motivates the use of local level referenced
navigation state equations, which are much simpler than alternatives, i.e., ECEF navigation state
equations.
Gravity is affected by altitude (the inverse square law of acceleration). The variation of gravity
with altitude is included in the model form in the equation above by the additional term ∼ 2 hr .
If the Earth conformed to a homogeneous ellipsoid, the local gravity vector direction would be
normal to the ellipsoid surface. Gravity anomalies are deviations from the gravity model as main-
tained in the navigation system. An analytical gravity model is limited in that it cannot include the
many possible variations. Higher order models are used in special applications, i.e., precision nav-
igation systems; however, most navigation systems’ performance goal can be satisfied by models
that include only the few terms discussed above.
Gravity deviations are represented by the following gravity vector referenced in the local level
geographic frame
gn =
 ξ g−η g
g
 (A.28)
where
ξ is the meridian deflection of the vertical (positive about east)
η is the normal deflection of the vertical (positive about north)
g is the gravity magnitude
The gravity deflections above can be several arc seconds in magnitude. these deflections result
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in tens of micro gs of unmodeled accelerations. Both ξ and η are relatively constant over short
distances.
Reference ellipsoid re [m] f
Clarke 1866 6378206.4 294.9786982
Clarke 1880 6378249.145 294.465
Airy 6377564.396 299.3249646
WGS-60 6378165 298.3
WGS-66 6378145 298.25
WGS-72 6378135 298.26
WGS-84 6378137 298.257223563
Table A.1: Reference ellipsoid constants.
Defining Parameters
Equatorial radius, re 6378137 m
Angular velocity, ωie 7.292115×10−5 rad/s
Earth’s gravitational constant, µ 3.986005×1014 m3/s2
Second gravitational constant, J2 1.08263×10−3
Derived Constants
Flattering, f 298.257223563
Polar radius, re 6356752.3142 m
First eccentricity, ε 0.0818191908426
Gravity at equator, gWGS0 9.7803267714 m/s
2
Gravity formula constant, gWGS1 0.00193185138639
Mean value (normal), g 9.7976446561 m/s2
Table A.2: WGS-84 ellipsoid constants.
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Appendix B
Error Model Equations
F =

0 −Ω sin(φ)− veast tan(φ)Rn+h
vnorth
Rm+h
Ω sin(φ)+ veast tan(φ)Rn+h 0 Ω cos(φ)+
veast
Rn+h
− vnorthRm+h −Ω cos(φ)+
veast
Rn+h 0
0 − fdown feast
fdown 0 fnorth
− feast fnorth 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1Rn+h 0
− 1Rm+h 0 0
0 − tan(φ)Rn+h 0vdown
Rm+h
−2 (Ω sin(φ)+ veast tan(φ)Rn+h )
vnorth
Rm+h
2 Ω sin(φ)+ veastRn+h tan(φ)
vnorth tan(φ)+vdown
Rn+h 2 Ω cos(φ)+
veast
Rn+h
2 vnorth
Rm+h −2 (Ω cos(φ)+
veast
Rn+h ) 0
1
Rm+h 0 0
0 1(Rn+h) cos(φ) 0
0 0 −1
−Ω sin(φ) 0 − veast
(Rn+h)2
0 0 vnorth
(Rm+h)2
−Ω cos(φ)− veast
(Rn+h) cos2(φ)
0 vnorthRn+h
−veast (2 Ω cos(φ)+ veast(Rn+h) cos2(φ) ) 0
v2east tan(φ)−vnorth veast
(Rn+h)2
2 Ω (vnorth cos(φ)−vdown sin(φ))+ vnorth veast(Rn+h) cos2(φ) 0
veast
(Rn+h)2
(vnorth tan(φ)+vdown)
2 Ω veast sin(φ) 0
v2north+v
2
east
(Rn+h)2
0 0 − vnorth(Rm+h)2
veast tan(φ)
(Rn+h) cos(φ)
0 − veast
(Rn+h)2 cos(φ)
0 0

(B.1)
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G =
 −Rnb 03×303×3 Rnb
03×3 03×3
 (B.2)
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Appendix C
The Kalman Filter
The Kalman Filter, which was First introduced by R.E. Kalman in 1960 provides an optimal so-
lution to the least-squares estimator problem for applications that can be represented as a linear
system driven and disturbed by Gaussian noise. The Kalman Filter is a recursive algorithm that
solves the minimum least-squares error problem using state-space methods. The Kalman Filter
equations will here be derived using an innovation approach. More details about the Kalman Filter
can be found in [15, 11]. The derivation below follows the derivation in [15].
C.1 Derivation of the Kalman Filter Equations
Define a discrete state-space model such as
xk+1 = Fk xk +Gk wk (C.1)
yk = Hk xk + vk (C.2)
where the xk is the n×1 state vector. The processes vk and wk are assumed to be zero mean white
noise process, with
E{
[
wk
vk
] [
wkT vkT
]}= [ Qk SkSkT Rk
]
δ(l− k) (C.3)
Let yˆ−k denote the linear least square estimator of yk given the observation sequence {y0,y1,y2, . . . ,yk−1}.
Define the error between the one-step ahead predicted value and true value as
ek = y¯k = yk− yˆ−k (C.4)
Here ek can be seen as the new information brought into the system by yk, therefor referred to as the
innovation. Since yˆ−k is the least square estimator, the error per definition is orthogonal to all the
subspace span by {y0,y1,y2, . . . ,yk−1}, denoted L(yk−1); see Figure C.1. Since error ek is a linear
combination of yk and yˆ−k not only will the innovations and the sequence {y0,y1,y2, . . . ,yk−1} span
the same subspace, i.e L(yk−1) = L(ek−1), the innovation sequence will also be a white sequence.
Now raising the problem to find the least square estimator yˆ−k , which in terms of projections can
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Figure C.1: The projection of a vector yk onto the subspace L(yk) corresponds to the least square
estimate of the vector yk given the sequence {y0,y1,y2, . . . ,yk−1}. Note that the prediction error is
orthogonal to the subspace.
be written as
yˆ−k = Pro j(yk |L(yk−1))
= Pro j(Hk xk + vk |L(yk−1))
= Hk Pro j(xk |L(yk−1))+Pro j(vk |L(yk−1))
= Hk xˆ−k (C.5)
Here Pro j(·|·) denotes the projection operation and the last equality is a result of {vk} being a white
sequence. Thus it turned out that finding the linear least-squares estimator of yˆ−k is equivalent to
finding the state prediction yˆ−k . Since L(y
k−1) = L(ek−1) and {ek} is a white sequence the state
prediction can be written as
xˆ−k+1 = Pro j(xk+1 |L(yk))
= Pro j(xk+1 |L(ek))
= Pro j(xk+1 |ek)+Pro j(xk+1 |L(ek−1))
= E{xk+1 ekT}R−1e,k ek +Pro j(xk+1 |L(ek−1)) (C.6)
where the innovation covariance matrix is defined as Re,k , E{ek ekT}. This is almost the desired
form and would be exactly so if the termPro j(xk+1 |L(ek−1)) could be expressed in terms of xˆ−k
and ek. Projecting xk+1 onto the linear subspace L(yk−1) shows that
Pro j(xk+1 |L(yk−1)) = Pro j(Fk xk +Gk wk |L(yk−1))
= Fk Pro j(xk |L(yk−1))+Gk Pro j(wk |L(yk−1))
= Fk xˆ−k (C.7)
where the last equality is a result of E{wk ylT} = 0 for l < k. Thus a recursive algorithm for the
state prediction may be written as
ek = yk−Hk xˆ−k (C.8)
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xˆ−k+1 = Fk xˆ
−
k +Kp,k ek (C.9)
Kp,k = E{xk+1 ekT}R−1e,k (C.10)
e0 = y0, xˆ−0 = 0 (C.11)
Now confronting the problem to find a recursion for Kp,k and Re,k, which are non-random quan-
tizes and determined only by our model assumptions. Introducing the a posterior error covariance
matrix P−k defined as
P−k , E{x¯−k x¯−Tk } (C.12)
where
x¯−k = xk− xˆ−k (C.13)
The innovation covariance matrix Re,k can then be written in terms of Pk |k−1 as
Re,k = E{ek ekT}
= E{(yk−Hk xˆ−k )(yk−Hk xˆ−k )T}
= E{(Hk x¯−k + vk)(Hk x¯−k + vk)T}
= Hk P−k Hk
T +Rk (C.14)
and the prediction Kalman gain Kp,k as
Kp,k , E{xk+1 ekT}R−1e,k
= (Fk E{xk ekT}+Gk E{wk ekT})R−1e,k (C.15)
where
E{xk ekT} = E{xk (Hk x¯k + vk)T}
= E{xk x¯−Tk }HkT +E{xk vkT}
= P−k Hk
T (C.16)
and
E{wk ekT} = E{wk (Hk x¯k + vk)T}
= E{wk x¯−Tk }HkT +E{wk vkT}
= Sk (C.17)
Thus the Kalman gain becomes
Kp,k = (Fk P−k Hk
T +Gk Sk)R−1e,k (C.18)
What remains is to find a recursion for P−k . As soon shall be shown P
−
k can be computed via the
discrete-time Riccati recursion. Using the expression for the state predictor in (C.9) the prediction
error may be written as
x¯−k+1 = xk+1− xˆ−k+1
= xk+1−Fk xˆ−k −Kp,k ek
= xk+1−Fk xˆ−k −Kp,k (Hk x¯−k + vk)
= Fk x¯−k +Gk wk−Kp,k Hk x¯−k −Kp,k vk
= (Fk−Kp,k Hk) x¯−k −
[
Gk −Kp,k
] [ wk
vk
]
(C.19)
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Then it straightforward to show that the a posteriori error covariance matrix may be written as
P−k+1 = E{x¯−k+1 x¯−Tk+1}
= (Fk−Kp,k Hk)P−k (Fk−Kp,k Hk)T
+
[
Gk −Kp,k
] [ Qk Sk
SkT Rk
] [
Gk
−Kp,k
]
(C.20)
After some algebra this reduces to
P−k+1 = Fk P
−
k Fk
T +Gk Qk GkT −Kp,k Re,k Kp,kT (C.21)
which indeed is the discrete-time Riccati recursion. Bring it all together the prediction form of the
Kalman filter is shown in Table C.1.
ek = yk−Hk xˆ−k
xˆ−k+1 = Fk xˆ
−
k +Kp,k ek
Kp,k = (Fk P−k Hk
T +Gk Sk)R−1e,k
P−k+1 = Fk P
−
k Fk
T +Gk Qk GkT −Kp,k Re,k Kp,kT
P−0 = E{x0 x0T}
xˆ−0 = E{x0}
Table C.1: The Kalman filter recursions in prediction form.
In many applications it is of interest to obtain an estimate of xk given the observations {y0,y1,y2, . . . ,yk−1},
i.e the filtered estimate. The derived Kalman filter equations can easily be modified to output both
the filtered and predicted state estimate using the innovation approach once more. Starting by
projecting xk onto the subspace L(ek) the estimator may be written as
xˆk = Pro j(xk |L(ek))
= xˆ−k +E{xk ekT}R−1e,k ek
= xˆ−k +K f ,k ek (C.22)
where the Kalman filter gain K f ,k is defined as
K f ,k , E{xk ekT}R−1e,k
= E{xk (Hk x¯−k + vk)
T}R−1e,k
= P−k Hk
T R−1e,k
= P−k Hk
T (Hk P−k Hk
T +Rk)
−1
(C.23)
and the error covariance Pk as
Pk |k , E{x¯k x¯Tk }
= E{x¯k xkT}
= E{(xk− xˆk) xkT}
= E{(xk− xˆk−K f ,k ek) xkT}
= E{x¯−k xkT}−K f ,k E{ek xkT}
= P−k −K f ,k Hk P−k (C.24)
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This far expressions for updating the predicted estimate xˆ−k to the filtered estimate xˆk and the
covariance matrix P−k to Pk have been derived. If an update from the filtered estimate xˆk to the
predicted xˆ−k , as well as for the covariance matrix Pk to the a posterior covariance matrix P
−
k could
be found, then the derived Kalman filter recursions could be rewritten to output the filtered estimate
as well. Assuming no correlation between the process and measurement noise, i.e Sk = 0, the time
update can be found as
xˆ−k+1 = Pro j(xk+1 |L(yk))
= Pro j(xk+1 |L(ek))
= Pro j(Fk xk +Gk wk |L(ek))
= Fk xˆk+1 (C.25)
and
P−k+1 = E{x¯k+1 x¯Tk+1}
= E{(Fk x¯k +Gk wk)(Fk x¯k +Gk wk)T}
= FK PK FK T +GK QK GK T (C.26)
If there are correlation between the measurement and process noise sources the time update be-
comes quit complicated and expressions for this case may be found in [!!!]. Collecting the derived
relation ships the Kalman filter recursion can be written in terms of measurement and time updates
as in Table C.2.
Time update
xˆ−k+1 = Fk xˆk
yˆ−k+1 = Hk xˆk+1
P−k+1 = FK PK FK
T +GK QK GK T
Measurement update
K f ,k = P−k Hk
T (Hk P−k Hk
T +Rk)
−1
xˆk = xˆ−k +K f ,k (yk−Kk xˆ−k )
Pk = P−k −K f ,k Hk P−k
Table C.2: The Kalman filter recursions in time and measurement form.
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Appendix D
Matlab Code
In this appendix, the Matlab code used for GPS and INS integration via Extended Kalman Filter is
presented. The filtering structure uses both position and velocity estimates from GPS receiver.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Begin
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
tic;
clear all;
load workspace.mat
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Define constants
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
tf = 500; %[s]
sensor_rate = 100; %[Hz]
nav_rate = 100; %[Hz]
dt = 1/nav_rate; %[s]
rate_ratio = sensor_rate / nav_rate;
cov_rate = 100; %[Hz]
R0 = 6378137; %[m]
r1 = 6356752.31; %[m]
f = (R0 - r1)/R0;
e = (f*(2-f))ˆ(1/2);
g = 9.7803; %[m/sˆ2]
om = 7.2921e-005; %[rad/s]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Initialization result vectors
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
rpy = zeros(tf/dt,3);
vel = zeros(tf/dt,3);
pos = zeros(tf/dt,3);
bias_estimation = zeros(tf/dt,6);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%INITIAL ATTITUDE
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
phi0 = 0;
teta0 = 0;
psi0 = 0;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%initial body to earth direction cosine transformation matrix
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Cn_b = [cos(teta0)*cos(psi0) ...
sin(phi0)*sin(teta0)*cos(psi0)-cos(phi0)*sin(psi0) ...
cos(phi0)*sin(teta0)*cos(psi0)+sin(phi0)*sin(psi0);
cos(teta0)*sin(psi0) ...
sin(phi0)*sin(teta0)*sin(psi0)+cos(phi0)*cos(psi0) ...
cos(phi0)*sin(teta0)*sin(psi0)-sin(phi0)*cos(psi0);
-sin(teta0) ...
sin(phi0)*cos(teta0) ...
cos(phi0)*cos(teta0)];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%INITIAL VELOCITY
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
vn = [0;
0;
0];
vndot = [0;
0;
0];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%INITIAL POSITI0N
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
rn = [(43.83)*pi/180;
(10.28)*pi/180;
0];
rndot = [0;
0;
0];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%INITIAL VALUES OF PARAMTERS FOR KALMAN FILTER
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
del_xhat = [0 0 0 ...
0 0 0 ...
0 0 0 ...
0 0 0 ...
0 0 0]’;
Hk = [0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0];
Qk = diag([5e-5 5e-5 5e-5 ...
5e-1 5e-1 5e-1 ...
0.0 0.0 0.0 ...
0.0 0.0 0.0 ...
0.0 0.0 0.0]);
Rk = diag([1 , 1 , 1 ...
((10)/(6378137))ˆ2 , ((10)/(6378137))ˆ2 , (10)ˆ2]);
Pk_minus = diag([(1e-2*pi/180)ˆ2 (1e-2*pi/180)ˆ2 (1e-2*pi/180)ˆ2 ...
1e-1 1e-1 1e-1 ...
(10/6378137)ˆ2 (10/6378137)ˆ2 100 ...
(1e-3*pi/180/3600)ˆ2 (1e-3*pi/180/3600)ˆ2 ...
(1e-3*pi/180/3600)ˆ2 ...
(1e-3)ˆ2 (1e-3)ˆ2 (1e-3)ˆ2]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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i = 0;
gps_i = 1;
for t = 0:dt:tf-dt
i = i+1;
rpy(i,1) = atan2(Cn_b(3,2),Cn_b(3,3));
rpy(i,2) = atan2(-Cn_b(3,1) ...
sqrt(Cn_b(3,2)*Cn_b(3,2)+Cn_b(3,3)*Cn_b(3,3)));
rpy(i,3) = atan2(Cn_b(2,1),Cn_b(1,1));
vel(i,:) = vn’;
pos(i,:) = rn’;
bias_estimation(i,:) = del_xhat(10:15)’;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Sensor Values%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%NOTE: these are in rad/s
p = dt__imu(i,7);
q = -dt__imu(i,6);
r = dt__imu(i,8);
ax = dt__imu(i,4);
ay = -dt__imu(i,3);
az = dt__imu(i,5);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Radii of Curvatures
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
R = R0 + rn(3);
%NORMAL
RN = R/(1-eˆ2*sin(rn(1))*sin(rn(1)))ˆ(1/2);
%MERIDIAN
RM = R*(1-eˆ2)/(1-eˆ2*sin(rn(1))*sin(rn(1)))ˆ(3/2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Gravity model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
g = 9.7803267714 * (1+0.00193185138639*sin(rn(1))*sin(rn(1))) / ...
sqrt(1-0.0818191908426*0.0818191908426*sin(rn(1))*sin(rn(1)));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Kk = zeros(15,6);
del_xhat(1:9) = zeros(9,1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Measurement update
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if t_gps(gps_i) == t_imu(i)
errork = [[vn_meas(gps_i) ve_meas(gps_i) vd_meas(gps_i) ...
Lat_meas(gps_i)*pi/180 Lon_meas(gps_i)*pi/180 ...
h_meas(gps_i)] - [vn’ rn’]]’;
Kk = Pk_minus * Hk’*inv(Hk * Pk_minus * Hk’ + Rk);
del_xhat = del_xhat + Kk*errork;
rn = rn + del_xhat(7:9);
vn = vn + del_xhat(4:6);
Cn_b = (eye(3) - [0,-del_xhat(3),del_xhat(2);
del_xhat(3),0,-del_xhat(1);
-del_xhat(2),del_xhat(1),0])*Cn_b;
gps_i = gps_i +1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Error dynamic update
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fn = Cn_b * [ax ; ay ; az];
fN = fn(1);
fE = fn(2);
fD = fn(3);
sinL = sin(rn(1));
cosL = cos(rn(1));
tanL = tan(rn(1));
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Vn = vn(1);
Ve = vn(2);
Vd = vn(3);
Rnh = RN + rn(3);
Rmh = RM + rn(3);
F = [0 ...
-((om*sinL) + (Ve*tanL/Rnh)) ...
Vn/Rmh ...
0 ...
1/Rnh ...
0 ...
-om*sinL ...
0 ...
-Ve/(Rnh*Rnh);
(om*sinL) + (Ve*tanL/Rnh) ...
0 ...
(om*cosL) + Ve/Rnh ...
-1/Rmh ...
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
Vn/(Rmh*Rmh);
-Vn/Rmh ...
-((om*cosL) + (Ve/Rnh)) ...
0 ...
0 ...
-tanL/Rnh ...
0 ...
-((om*cosL) + (Ve/Rnh/(cosL*cosL))) ...
0 ...
Ve*tanL/(Rnh*Rnh);
0 ...
-fD ...
fE ...
Vd/Rmh ...
-2*((om*sinL) + (Ve*tanL/Rnh)) ...
Vn/Rmh ...
-Ve*((2*om*cosL) + (Ve/Rnh/(cosL*cosL))) ...
0 ...
((Ve*Ve*tanL) - (Vn*Vd))/(Rnh*Rnh);
fD ...
0 ...
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-fN ...
(2*om*sinL) + (Ve*tanL/Rnh) ...
((Vn*tanL) + Vd)/(Rnh) ...
(2*om*cosL) + (Ve/Rnh) ...
(2*om*((Vn*cosL)-(Vd*sinL)))+((Vn*Ve)/Rnh/(cosL*cosL)) ...
0 ...
-Ve*((Vn*tanL) + Vd)/(Rnh*Rnh);
-fE ...
fN ...
0 ...
-2*Vn/Rmh ...
-2*((om*cosL) + (Ve/Rnh)) ...
0 ...
2*om*Ve*sinL ...
0 ...
((Vn*Vn) + (Ve*Ve))/(Rnh*Rnh);
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
1/Rmh ...
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
-Vn/(Rmh*Rmh);
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
1/(Rnh*cosL) ...
0 ...
(Ve*tanL)/(Rnh*cosL)...
0 ...
-Ve/(Rnh*Rnh*cosL);
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
-1 ...
0 ...
0 ...
0];
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G = [-Cn_b , zeros(3,3);
zeros(3,3) , Cn_b;
zeros(3,6)];
Af = [F , G;
zeros(6,15)];
Afk = eye(15) + Af/cov_rate + Af*Af/cov_rate/cov_rate;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Covariance update
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
cov_i = cov_i + 1;
Pkdiag(cov_i,:) = diag(Pk_minus)’;
Pk = (eye(15) - Kk*Hk)*Pk_minus;
Pk_minus = Afk*Pk*Afk’ + Qk;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Equations of motion
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
wn_ie = [om*cos(rn(1));
0;
-om*sin(rn(1))];
wn_en = [vn(2)/R;
-vn(1)/R;
-vn(2)*tan(rn(1))/R];
wn_in = wn_ie + wn_en;
wn_bn = wn_in - Cn_b * ([p;q;r] + del_xhat(10:12));
temp = -[0 -wn_bn(3) wn_bn(2);
wn_bn(3) 0 -wn_bn(1);
-wn_bn(2) wn_bn(1) 0] * dt;
delta1 = temp(2,3);
delta2 = temp(3,1);
delta3 = temp(1,2);
a = 1 - ((delta1)ˆ2+(delta2)ˆ2+(delta3)ˆ2)/6;
b = 0.5 - ((delta1)ˆ2+(delta2)ˆ2+(delta3)ˆ2)/24;
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temp2 = [1-b*((delta2)ˆ2+(delta3)ˆ2) ...
(a*delta3)+(b*delta1*delta2) ...
-(a*delta2)+(b*delta1*delta3);
-(a*delta3)+(b*delta1*delta2) ...
1-b*((delta1)ˆ2+(delta3)ˆ2) ...
(a*delta1)+(b*delta2*delta3);
(a*delta2)+(b*delta1*delta3) ...
-(a*delta1)+(b*delta2*delta3) ...
1-b*((delta1)ˆ2+(delta2)ˆ2)];
rndot = [vn(1)/(R);
vn(2)/(R)/cos(rn(1));
-vn(3)];
dVcor = [(-2*om*sin(rn(1))-vn(2)*tan(rn(1))/(R))*vn(2)+ ...
+vn(1)/(R)*vn(3);
(2*om*sin(rn(1))+vn(2)*tan(rn(1))/(R))*vn(1)+ ...
+(2*om*cos(rn(1))+vn(2)/(R))*vn(3);
-vn(1)ˆ2/(R)+(-2*om*cos(rn(1))-vn(2)/(R))*vn(2)+g];
ax = ax + del_xhat(13);
ay = ay + del_xhat(14);
az = az + del_xhat(15);
dVsf = Cn_b*[ax;ay;az];
vndot = dVcor + dVsf;
rn = rn + rndot * dt;
vn = vn + vndot * dt;
Cn_b = temp2 * Cn_b;
end
toc;
t_plot_imu = 0:dt:tf-dt;
t_plot_gps = 0:1/4:tf-1/4;
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Trajectory
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure
plot(dt__gps(:,3),dt__gps(:,4),’:’,dt__gps(1,3), ...
dt__gps(1,4),’xr’,dt__gps(length(dt__gps),3), ...
dt__gps(length(dt__gps),4),’*r’, ...
’LineWidth’,2,’MarkerSize’,10)
xlabel(’Latitude [deg]’);
ylabel(’Longitude [deg]’);
figure
plot3(dt__gps(:,3),dt__gps(:,4),dt__gps(:,5),’:’,dt__gps(1,3), ...
dt__gps(1,4), t__gps(1,5),’xr’,dt__gps(length(dt__gps),3), ...
dt__gps(length(dt__gps),4),dt__gps(length(dt__gps),5),’*r’, ...
’LineWidth’,2,’MarkerSize’,10)
xlabel(’Latitude [deg]’);
ylabel(’Longitude [deg]’);
zlabel(’Height [m]’);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Biases
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure;
%subplot(211)
plot(t_plot_imu,bias_estimation(:,4),t_plot_imu, ...
bias_estimation(:,5),’:b’,t_plot_imu, ...
bias_estimation(:,6),’--b’,’LineWidth’,2);
xlabel(’Time [s]’);
ylabel(’Accelerometer Biases [m/sˆ2]’);
legend(’x-axis’,’y-axis’,’z-axis’);
figure;
%subplot(212)
plot(t_plot_imu,bias_estimation(:,1)*180/pi,t_plot_imu, ...
bias_estimation(:,2)*180/pi,’:b’,t_plot_imu, ...
bias_estimation(:,3)*180/pi,’--b’,’LineWidth’,2);
xlabel(’Time [s]’);
ylabel(’Gyro Biases [deg/s]’);
legend(’x-axis’,’y-axis’,’z-axis’);
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%RPY
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure;
plot(t_plot_imu,unwrap(rpy(1:tf/dt,1))*180/pi,’LineWidth’,2)
xlabel(’Time [s]’);
ylabel(’Roll angle [deg]’);
figure;
plot(t_plot_imu,unwrap(rpy(1:tf/dt,2))*180/pi,’LineWidth’,2)
xlabel(’Time [s]’);
ylabel(’Pitch angle [deg]’);
figure;
plot(t_plot_imu,(rpy(1:tf/dt,3))*180/pi,’LineWidth’,2)
xlabel(’Time [s]’);
ylabel(’Pitch angle [deg]’);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Position
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure
plot(dt__gps(:,1)*dt,dt__gps(:,3),’:’,t_plot_imu, ...
pos(1:tf/dt,1)*180/pi,’b’,’LineWidth’,2)
xlim([0,500])
ylim([43.868,43.874])
xlabel(’Time [s]’);
ylabel(’Latitude [deg]’);
legend(’GPS Estimate’,’Filter Output’,’Location’,’Best’);
figure
plot(dt__gps(:,1)*dt,dt__gps(:,4),’:’,t_plot_imu, ...
pos(1:tf/dt,2)*180/pi,’b’,’LineWidth’,2)
xlim([0,500])
ylim([10.295,10.302])
xlabel(’Time [s]’);
ylabel(’Longitude [deg]’);
legend(’GPS Estimate’,’Filter Output’,’Location’,’Best’);
figure
plot(dt__gps(:,1)*dt,dt__gps(:,5),’:’,t_plot_imu, ...
pos(1:tf/dt,3),’b’,’LineWidth’,2)
xlim([0,500])
xlabel(’Time [s]’);
ylabel(’Height [m]’);
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legend(’GPS Estimate’,’Filter Output’,’Location’,’Best’);
figure
plot(dt__gps(:,1)*dt,dt__gps(:,5),’:’,t_plot_imu, ...
pos(1:tf/dt,3),’b’,’LineWidth’,2)
xlim([410,440])
xlabel(’Time [s]’);
ylabel(’Height [m]’);
legend(’GPS Estimate’,’Filter Output’,’Location’,’Best’);
figure
plot(pos(15000:38000,1)*180/pi,pos(15000:38000,2)*180/pi, ...
pos(15000,1)*180/pi,pos(15000,2)*180/pi,’xr’, ...
pos(38000,1)*180/pi,pos(38000,2)*180/pi,’*r’, ...
’LineWidth’,2,’MarkerSize’,10)
xlabel(’Latitude [deg]’);
ylabel(’Longitude [deg]’);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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